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CITY EDITION.

Wednesday night, at a Christmas cele
RAMPOLLA'S WILL LOST
American navy, today received conbration held by copper mine strikers
Rome, Dec. 20. The sealing up of
gratulations from near and far, the
in Italian hall, because pf a neetls
the late Cardinal Rampolla's apart
T
occasion being his seventy-sixtbirth
panic caused by a false alarm of fire.
ments is denounced as a
In
accordance
with
day anniversary.
While several hundred miners and
and illegal proceeding an some quart
his. custom the famous sea fighter
TO
A
their wives looked on and scores of
AT
ers here. The legality of the act is
TO
passed the day quietly at his home
children pressed eagerly towards the
questioned because it was carried out
in this city, where he received a num
without the authorization tr intervenstage to receive Christinas presents, a
ber of dntimate friends who called to
man stuck his head in at the door of
tion of the judicial officials, but simoffer their congratulations in person.
ihe hall and yelled "fire."'
ply by a notary on the request of
Admiral Dewey was born in Montpel- The cry was taken up at once by
Monsignor Di B'sogno, administrator
ier, Vt, December 26, 1S37. He ended
of St. Peters. The administrator de NO REBELS ARE IN
MINERS REFUSE TO ALLOW CITI those in the hail. Every one sprang THEY APPLY FOR PARTICIPATION
SIGHT, HOW- his last cruise In 1S99, when he re PRESIDENT SAYS HE WILL SLUBsired to Insure the safety of docuThe
up and started for the doors.
IN THE NEW CURRECY REZENS' ALLIANCE TO BURY
tired from active duty. Since that
"
AND
PREPARATIONS
EVER,
BER NINE HOURS OUT OF
ments of great interest to the church
weaker persons were thown to the
time he has held hia present position,
SERVE SYSTEM
THEIR DEAD
FOR
BATTLE
GO
ON
EACH TWENTY-FOUwhich he feared might be lost. No
floor and those behind tried to climb
t
'
the highest In tha gift of the navy,
trace of the cardinal's missing will
over the human barrier.
and has made, his headquarters
In
In a few minutes the panic was stopVICTIMS OF A CATASTROPHY
COME
FAST has been found.
THEY EXPECT TO HOLD ON Washington.
WILL
00 JLITTLE
VGH
ped by the fact that the stairway and
the other avenues of egress were blockOMAHA
STORE
ROBBED
THEY WILL BE CLASSIFIED AND
SEVENTY-TWPEOPLE PERISH IN ed so
TINKER TO FEDERALS
effectually that those Inside
HUERTA'S TROOPS BELIEVE THEY
Omaha, Neb., Deo. 26. The de HE WILL CONSIDER POSS1BIL!
FILED AWAY FOR FUTURE
Chicago, Dec. 26. Final conference
FIRE SCARE AT CHRISTMAS
could not get out and th6se withouv
store of Sam Adler, at
partment
CAN
WITHSTAND
TIES FOR THE CURRENCY
THE
between Joe Tinker and the Federal
REFERENCE
could not get in to aid the maimed and
TREE
Twelfth and Farnum streets, was
BOARD
league is scheduled for late today, acto remove the dead.
robbed of $5,273 In cash and $2,000
to
News.
the
cording
Chicago Daily
The alarm was spread outside the
worth of jewelry by a burglar early
A
NEEDLESS
SACRIFICE hall by a few persons who had been SECRETARIESjGET
BUSY Tinker is said to have acknowledge J RUN
NO
APPOINTMENTS
ON
CCMIS
BANK CONTINUES today.
that he has been negotiating with the
near the door and escaped unhurt. A
Federals for several days. .The terms
DE WOODY RESIGNS
INCIPIENT BLAZE IS QUICKLY crowd soon assembled and the work of CABINET MEMBERS ARE AT WORK offered the deposed manager of the
MEXICO AND LONDON INSTITUDec. 26. The depart THESE WILL NOT BE ANNOUNCwas begun.
the
hall
Washington,
clearing
ON
TASK OF SELECTING
SNUFFED OUT BEFORE GAINCincinnati team by the new league
ED UNTIL EXECUTIVE. REment of justice today accepted the
TION BESIEGED BY ANXIOUS
The only regular exit was a narrow
are said to be a three-yea- r
DISTRICTS
contract
ING HEADWAY
TURNS TO CAPITAL
of C. F. DeWoody as chief
resignation
DEPOSITORS
stairway at the back of the hall.
at $12,000 a year with an option on
of the Chicago division of investigaWhen this had been cleared of the
a block of stock to be paid for out of
'
tion.
Washington, Dec. 26. More than
Calumet, Mich., Dec. 2(!. While Mur bodies that filled it to the top and
Pass Christian, Miss., Dec. 26.
Presidio, Tex., Dec. 26. Although
400 national banks and trust com dividends. In the course of the day
investigations of Calumet's quick accounting had been made, it
President
Wilson today mapped out
It became rumored that Tinker would the Mexican federal army at Ojinaga,
Christmas tree disaster, in which 72 was found that 74 corpses had been panies, representing every state and srgn with the Federals
a
of recreation for his visit,
program
across
the
at
after
the border from here, had prepersons, most of them children, were piled up beside the hall building. It almost every large city in the coun- noon meeting.
HTBY
here. He will sleep at least nine-houSEE
'T
for
defense
the
advance
pared
against
hilled, were being made today, and a was thought that probably a dozen try, have applied for membership In
each night. After breakfast he.
of the rebels under General Ortega, I
the federal reserve system of banks,
will motor to the Mississippi Country
dispute was being waged as to who more had been carried away by
no
the
that
outposts today reported
HE .SHOULD STOP
according to- an unofficial estimate
Bhould bury the dead, peacemakers friends.
club, 13 miles away, for a game of
rebels were in sight. It was thought
were at work in a supreme effort to
The t!ead included 37 girls, 19 boys, made today by the treasury depart- UNEMPLOYED HEN IK
golf with his physician, Dr. Cary T.
or
that
three
four
days might elapse
ment.
bring about an end to the copper mine 33 women and 5 men. The excited
Grayson, Unite.1 States navy. At
who
the
the
before
arrival
of
SAN
FRANCISCO
MAN
rebels,
RAN
OVER
Applications have come so fast
noon he will dispose of whatever lav.
strike in this region.
relatives stood about the building,
GHSISTS3AS RIOT are marching from chihauhua. The
GIRL AND TRIED TO AVOID
that officials have been unable to
Over the bodies of the' little oiits, some
dazed by the sudden change
portant letters or telegrams may
federals believe they will be able to
ARREST
reach him from the White House and.
the leaders of the peace movement from holiday festivities to tragedy, keep pace with them but a careful
an
actual invasion of Ojinfight off
count and record of the time when EFFORTS OF
LCS ANGELES POluncheon will take an automoafter
hoped to see an end to the labor strike others calling hysterically for a miss
sufworst
and
the
that
San
aga
may
they
were received will be made to
Francisco, Dec. 26. After bile ride with
LICE TO DISPEL CROWD REhis family, followed,
which has torn the Calumet copper ing child and a few even threatening they
fer is a prolonged siege. The fed- ploughing through a little group of
day.
SULT IN ONE DEATH
a
violence to the rescuers for keepin
district for several months.
walk.
by
perhaps,
long
will
erals
the
have
of
proadvantage
Mr. McAdoo and Secretary of Agrithree happy children, on their way
While the president will do little,
United in their grief over the snuf- them back from the long row of bod
foodstuffs from Presidio.
curing
home
on
a
from
culture Houston, the organization comChristmas
night
103 Angeles, .'Dec. 10. The historic
official work, there are at present
fing out of so many young lives, 'the ies.
mittee provided for in the law, got
moving picture party, J. C. Casselli, two
the
in
of
district
older
section
Plaza,
things uppermost In his mind, th6
factions
mine operators,
warring
down to hard work today on plans.
Jap Condemnes America
chief engineer for a manufacturing selection
Los Angeles, where a riot among un
of members of the federal
A
guards and strikebreakers and the
Will Try to Settle Strike
26.
"nationDec.
Tokio,
for the division of the country into
company, did not stop his motor car reserve
employed men recited in the death al welcome" was
board, and the writing of a
stricken union miners and their
given today to Fran- and, did not see when he was arrested
Washington, Dec. 26. In a telegram reserve districts and the location of of one man
and die injury of more cisco de
special address to congress on the
friends gave no thought to the bi to President Moyer of the Western reserve banks.
la Barra, special envoy from today why he should have stopped.
than
a
dozen
others late Christmas Mexico to
relations of the government to "big
labor battle that indirectly is blamed Federation of Miners, Secretary Wilthank Japan for her partici"I knew I had hit one of the little business"
afternoon, was practically placed unand the trusts.
for the most gruesome horror in the son said it appeared that the tragedy
in the Mexican centennial. Sev- girls," he said, "but when I looked
der martial law lfy the police today. pation
Of the choice of members of the
history of Calumet. There was still was "not in any way' connected with
thousands
of
eral
people carrying lai$ back I saw that somebody had picked
A cordon of patrolmen surrounded
a dispute over whether the offer of the strike situation."
terns assembled In the city park, her up. I saw she was alright and board, which will be put into opera
TOLD
DOCTOR
HE
the
tion with the new currency system
for
all
weapons
district, sear,ca!rig
the Citizens' Alliance, an organiza
"I cannot conoeive of such a conwhere speeches delivered by promin- kept on."
who attempted to pass while city dethere is little possibility that th
tion that has been considered hostile nection, existing," he secretary's mesent men were loudly cheered. This
The little girl is dying today. Her president
Mexican fluar-te- r
tectives searched-rfinally will decide on en
to the strikers, to defray all the bur sage continued, "tl is almost inconwas followed by a brilliant display-iD- f
y
skull" was fractured and"
WANTED TO DIE
for information concerning the
individuals while he is tiwe. He wit.,
ial expenses, would he accepted. Of- ceivable that anyone could be so in
numerous bonfires.
and
fireworks
crushed. She Is Carmela Sarra, 7 add to his tentative list names whic!:
reported death of two more rioters.
ficials of the Western Federation of human as to plan such a catastrophe
A procession was then formed and years old, and with her were two
occur to him from time to tim.
the
raided
the
night
police
During
Miners declared that the offer would but whether it was planned or the reproceeded to the hotel where de la guests who were only slightly bruised. Through
hall
THE PHYSICIAN
and
restaurant,
every
BEpool
saloon,
DOES
NOT
correspondence with clos
he spurned.
sult of malicious mischief, I hope the
Barra Is staying. After the crowd had
A search of the garages for a car friends he will start
LIEVE ACCUSED MURDERER
lodging house In the place taking Into
inquiries con"We will care for our own dead" was facts will be promptly brought to light,
all who were armed, or who serenaded the visitor, a committee of showing evidences of a collision led cerning the qualifications of those
IS INSANE
custody
the response to the alliance.
From the information as yet In 'my
showed signs of having participated members of parliament and other po- to Casselli. His arrest ia the sec- considered. It is virtually certain the
he
The; feeling of hostility w'aVliot so possession it would appear to
New York, Dec. 26 Hans Schmidt's in the riot. During their operations pular leaders mounted the balconjf, ond In two days of a driver who ran president,, will use the same sifting
marked tdoay when it was seen that purely a statutory crime, solely withvisited the rendezvous of where de la Barra greeted them amid persons down and did not stop. John process .he used when selecting cabithe
the citizens of Calumet and 'other ci- in the jurisdiction of the police of the attorneys brought into court today I. W.police
W.
where they claim prolonged cheering. The committee W. McDermott, a bank teller, was kil net members, carefully scrutinizing
members,
words
30,000
hypothetical
questions
ties in the mine district were "earnest state. I am, however, sending the solito
found
short
have
lead pipes, clubs presented to the visitor a sword and ed Christmas morning by a chauffeur their previous affiliations.
long. They expected to spend more
In their efforts to raise funds for the citor of the department, John B. Dens-mor- e,
other gifts, which he acknowledged who dragged him 100 feet down Marthan two hours reading these ques- and other weapons.
When, the president returns to
stricken, families.
to Calumet for the purpose of tions this afternoon or tomorrow to
after-noobriefly and then called for cheers for ket street before the machine Cyfrtd Washington he probably will confer
The riot occurred yesterday
Burial will he in Lakevlew cemete- rendering any assistance possible in the alienists
when the police attempted to the emperor and the Japanese nation. free itself. Louis Kan tor, a profes- with cabinet advisers and friends recalled by the state to
ry on the shore of Lake Superior. It clearing up the situation."
The procession later marched to the sional' chauffeur, was arrested.
garding the personnel of the board.
prove that Schmidt was sane when break up a street meeting attended
was stated that the morgues of CaluThose closely associated with tb
Secretary W ilson further declared he he killed Anna AumuIIer. Dr. Carlos by nearly 1,000 unemployed men, Mexican legation and Imperial palace,
met contained 75 bodfes, although on- was shocked at the accounts of the F.
was
president believe there will be no
McDonald, one ot the state's medi mostly foreigners, at which speeches In front of which another meeting
critly 72 are known to have been killed disaster and expressed to President cal experts, continued his
"was
A
held.
resolution
nomination until the full y
made.
adopted
violence
were
to
being
inciting
peiioff
testimony
II TIDE IS A
Wednesday night. None of the un- Moyer his sympathy for friends and at the murder trial today. He said
allowed by law for the selections has
In the fight which ensued Rafael icising the United States for discrimdertakers claimed to have bodies of families of those who loBt their lives. that when Schmidt told him "God Adames, a Mexican, was shot and inating against the 'Japanese and exabout expired.
others than those killed Christmas
Solicitor Densmore, it was announc commanded me to slay Anna AumuI- killed by Hairy Koeulgncim, a pa pressing disapproval of Japanese par
CAUSE OF LOS
Eve and the authorities were at a ed at the department, was instructed Ier," he said to the defendant, "Now, trolman. Witnesses declared that ticipation in the Panama-Pacifiexpoloss to account for the differences in by Secretary Wilson to endeavor to Schmidt, you know
STORM
Francisco.
the
lives
at
San
sition
saved
probably
You
Koenlgheim
you are lying.
figures.
bring about, a settlement of the strike. know that Is just a scheme of yours of half a dozen policemen by his acCoroner William Fisher will conAND
LOS ANGELES BUILDINGS
to pretend that you are Insane and tion. The officer admits firing sevBank Run Continues
KEW JERSEY COAST
vene a jury in his office Monday mornAUTOMOBILE ROAD ARE BADMexico City, Dec. 26. The run on
escape the consequences of your eral shots Into the crowd when he
PRESIDENT'S UNCLE DEAD
LY DAMAGED
saw the Mexican point a revolver at the Bank of Loudon and Mexico was
ing at 9 o'clock. His quarters are
Chillicothe, Ohio, Dec. 26. Henry crime."
small and adjournment will be imme W. Woodrow, an uncle of President
At this Schmidt became greatly another patrolman.
in no way diminished today, double
SEABRIGHT IS BADLY DAMAGED
Los Angeles, Dec. 20. The highest
An Inquest will be held tomorrow for lines of depositors extending out into
diately taken to a larger hall where Wilson, died suddenly today aE his excited, said MacDonald, insisted that
BY HIGH SEAS ON CHRISTscores of witnesses and the public can home in this city. Mr. Woodrow was he was not insane and that he wanted Rafael Adames, the Mexican, who was the street for half a block. Payment tide of the year, topped by hugo breakMAS
DAY
be accommodated.
killed by a bullet fired by Police on checks was restricted, as on pre- ers that rolled far Inside the high
a lawyer and was prominent in the to die.
Tentative arrangements of the Calu- business affairs of Chillicothe.
Chauffeur Harry Koenigheim.
vious days, to 200 pesos except for water mark, carried away and wreckSeabright, N. J. Dec. 26. The storm
met local of the Western Federation
the pay, rolls aud the urgent require- ed dozens of launches and yachts an- which raged along the northern
Captain Murray, commanding
of Miners provide or the funeral of
A CONGRESSMAN'S FUNERAL
chored off the beach at Venose, a seapolice district in which, the riot occur- ments.
coast early today left a trail
victims to be held Sunday afternoon,
W. B. Mitchell, the manager of the side resort, today, swept three ocean-fro- of wreckage on the beach for miles.
red, told the public safety committee
TWO
EON
Ottumwa, la., Dee. 26 The funeral this afternoon that the riot had been
each nationality holding separate serresidences from their founda- Seafarers ' were warned in time to
bank; expressed confidence in the
of Congressman I. S. Pepper was held
vices. This program, however, is subinvesweather
that
fomented
to
and
and
tions
destroyed an aulorjoblle seek safety, but the heavy surf waslt-e- d
deliberately
ability of- the institution
AND WIPE here this afternoon at 1 o'clock from tigation at headquarters of the Indus- the drain on it. He declared the road.
VEIi
ject to change. Federation officials
away houses, undermined street
the First Methodist Episcopal church.
of the World, where the bank's financial condition was such
report that contributions for funeral
Much damage was wrought all along and furrowed bulkheads.
Workers
trial
A congressional pa.rty of 21 from the
expenses and relief are still pouring
The fishermen oi Seabright wcr
body of Adames was found, had dis- that if all deposits were paid out there the shore from Venice north to Santa
in from organized labor bodies in all MRS. GERTRUDE LEE IS KILLED senate and house arrived at 7:45 a. closed evidence tending to show that still would remain 41,000,000 pesos in Monica canyon. One of. the piers at the worst sufferers. Many who V: r
m. from Washington to attend the
AND HER HUSBAND BADLY
parts of the country. The federation
that organization was involved in the assets.
Venice was weakened, and near Santa in huts near tho beach were homelei,
services.
own
IN
still insists that it will bury its
GOTHAM
HURT
Monica holes were made In an auto today and found shelter in tho town
trouble.
London
of
and
Bank
on
the
The run
The casket containing the body of
dead and look- - after the families of
mobile
road that ordinarily Is high hall and in vacant buildings, flangs
a
in
but
wa
very
Mexico
reflected,
a
the congressman was escorted by
New York, Dec. 26. Mrs. Gertrude
the bereaved, paying all, the expenses.
above
ti.de line. .The tide meas- of men were at "work
the
shoring xtp
minor degree, on the other bauKs in
detail from Company G Fifty-fourtthreatened
Leej daughter of Colonel Philip F.
to colia buildings which
" " '
seven
ured
a
and
half
It
and
feet,
the
capital.
regiment National Guard, Malta
NO MORE LIQUOR
No Mystery About It
Harvey; a retired United States army
Jt will bo higher tomorrow. lapse on weakened foundations. Hall-roa- d
predicted
six
and
Knights Templar
tracks were blocked by satuL
Chicago, Dec. 26. Miss Grace McAr-ro- officer, was killed afcd her husband,
Killed Thirty-Fou- r
Federals
bearers from Ottumwa lodge of
Two hotels were undermined and nil
of Calumet, Mich., arrived in Chi- Richard B. Lee, Jr., was seriously in- pall
"
Hotel
Guests
Soaked
Dec.
26.
Word
reachElks. ,.
Washington,
x
FOR GUARDSMEN
cago from her home today and said jured by two automobiles which ran
Ocean Park, Calif., Dec. 26 Twenty-f- but washed away.
ed the state department today that a
Numerous floral pieces fiom friends
she knew positively that the story of them down early today, as they were
The storm began Christmas ufght
oot
in the state and at the national capbreakers, tumbling in on the
of
force
on
revolutionists
the
large
at times the wind was a pale. The
the man coming to the top of the returning from Chrfstmas dinner at
and
tide,
ital as well as from friends in OttaNational railway 60 miles north of crest of the season's highest
worst damage came this morning at
stairs and shouting "Fire" in a hall, the house of a friend. The Lees were
AS WELL AS PRIVATES San
OFFICERS
the
over
broke
bulkheads
as
Potosi
Luis
guarding
wa, were heaped about the casket
destroyed a federal
wheer more than 70 persons were crossing the street, struggling under
high tide. No loss of life was
AT TRINIDAD MUST GO
in: the church.
it
convoy train on Thursday, killing 34 Strand today and nearly drowned belay
to
was
not true.
THIRSTY
trampled
death,
an umbrella against a driving rain,
who
women
30
and
40
men
tween
of
the
and
federals. Traffic north of Sim Luis
Rev, B. Ames Montgomery,
"The alarm was started right in the when the first car, a limousine, knockconducted the
Potosi is suspended. It is reported wero breakfasting in tho basement
Presbyterian
churc,
taxi-caCLEARING TK
hall," said Miss McArron. "A little ed them downrand the second, a
ia?s
Trinidad, Colo., Dec. 26. Orders for- that the situation at Tamplco is un grill of a fashionable hotel. The combservices, assisted by Revs. R. H. Cud-l'p.
blaze Btarted on "the Christmas tree
I, f.l
Ir
ran over them before the driver
sma
over
bed
all
ers
and D. C. Smith of the Methodist bidding the sale of liquor after noon changed.
and
barriers,
swept
Philip McLaughlin
more
and some one in the hall cried 'fire.' could stop. Mrs. Lee died on the op- church. The
of pnton N V
eulogies were pronounc to members of the Colorado National mother, for whom Inquiry was made in the windows and fell upon tl o
i
The cry was immediately taken up erating table at a hospital: Her hus-- . ed,
'i
in
ni
the
southern
strike
Guard
on
duty
a
J
Waiters
the
tables.
Senator
Jones
are
of
state
at
the
Washington
by
department,
by
reported guests
n
m ( '
le
irh
0
toy others and there was a mad rush band may recover.
were
issued
this
Colorado
fields,
coal
to be safe at Chihuahua,
and Congressman Joseph Russell of
guests got out before tlie second wave r 'ti
ir
i
for the doors."
The chauffeur of the taxinab was ar- Missouri. The Interment was made morning by General John Chase. The
dashed in, but a few minutes 1 vh r
c
the
(11
i
startThe
released.
officers
to
commissloued
police
rested, but
ADMIRAL DEWEY 76 YEARS OLD there were several feet of water
in Shaul cemetery by the side of the order applies
f Ir i
A Horrible Catastrophe
'oi
ed a hunt for the driver of the limou- decedent's mother, in accordance with ; as well as privates. A provost guard
26. Admiral tho grill.
Dec.
Washington,
i
low fi 1
Calumet, Mich., Dec. 26. Four score sine, which, after the accident, put df Mr. Pepper's request,
George Dewey, the hero of Manila
Several blocks of the cement si
just before he j will patrol the saloon district and
:
,
i
'
?k
persons, mostly children, were killed speed and disappeared.
force the order.
bay and the only full admiral in the line l.'ii.
wt'ie washed out.
d "f ; t t
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"GLAD TO HAVE MET Tuui
ruff, former lieutenant governor of WOULD SAVE CARLYLE HOUSE
New York and later a leader of the
You Must Come and See Me Some
Only Small Sum of Money Needed to
progressive party.
Time Soon, and Bring the Family,
4t
From
Possible
Preerv
or
A number of former members
Too But They Never Do.

Destruction,
senate passed
t
Awfully glad to
"Well, good-by- !
away, among them John B. HenderSeottsmen tho world over will hear
son of Missouri, Frank O. Briggs of with mingled feelings that Filson have met you. You must come to see
New Jersey, John Martin of Kansas, Young, Irish author, Is making an elo- me Borne time in the city."
"Yes, thanks; I will. And you must
and Thomas W. Palmer of Michigan. quent appeal for $500 to preserve the
You
of New house at the little Scottish village of come and see me some time.
Frank S. Black,
have
you know."
my
card,
Car-lyl- e
Ecclefechan
in
which
Thomas
York and at one time an influential
"Yes, and you have mine. It' would
was born, and which was built
was inbe
nice If we could meet some time in
TOLL OF DEATH AMONG PROMI- figure in republican politics,
honby the labor of his own father's
cluded in the mortality record of for- est hands.
the fall and go to the matinee some
NENT PERSONS IS UNUSUmer governors. Others were William
"His father, who was a master ma- time."
ALLY LARGE
"O, that would be just fine! I'll call
J. Northern of Georgia and General son, built it himself in partnership
up some time on the phone and
you
was
the
who
was
'the
'
house
Crawford,
with his brother, and
New
York, Dec. 26. la locking Sampel J.
make a date."
rein
divided
two
of
Kansas.
occupied
halves,
war
civllar
governor
back over the toll of the months which
"Yes; and I'd be awfully glad if you
Under the head, of diplomats may spectively by the families of the two come up and take luncheon with me
make up the year now Bearing Its
The
Arched
as
is
known
brothers.
It
General Stewsome time, and bring the baby with
it seems as if death had ex- be placed the name of
dividwas the Amer- House because the lower part is
who
L.
Woodford,
art
the
from
harvest
acted uu unusual
ed in the middle by an open archway, you. I'd love to have you. Any time,
the begin- with two doors of entrance on either you know; just call me and I'll be sure
ranks of men who had attained, 'for ican minister to Spain at
'
., .,
war.
Spanish-Americathe
of
side of it. The building thus stands to be home."
ning
one reason or another, special promi- '
is
kind of you. Thauk
"That
awfully
of
the
science,
ranks
law,
In the
by itself.
nence in the theater of the world's
two houses you. I'll surely come I'll be glad to
and
of
genthese
northern
the
"In
Journalism
art,
education,
activities. Of course, no year passes
some time. And you "must come
have been Carlyle was born in 1795; and, with
over and take luncheon with me, and
without leaving an impressive necrol-ogica- l eral affairs, the vacancies
fund
accumulated
small
the
aforesaid,
numerous and many of them conspicroll, but the one about to take
House Memorial Trust bring little Gladys, some time. Or
uous. Henri Rochefort "s perhaps the the Carlyle
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Test Contradicts Theory.
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Until IVaUnccday Evening Baa, 31
After two weeks of unusually heavy selling, we find our lines badly
a great many remnants, broken assortments and odds and ends.
To close these out and clear up our stocks we will continue our sale to the
end of the month.
broken--

Women's Suits, Costs, Dresses, Waists and Children's Coats

and TJen's Suits, Overcoats, Pants and Coy's Overcoats

n

.ONE HALF OFF

0

i Mother line 0, Including Silks, Dress Cootls,
EUFRVTH1C3SS Domaatlos,
Hosiery, Underwear, riot fins and linens

'

e

Saint-Gauden-

Open-Hande- d

open-hande- d

Wol-eele-

a

bee-lin-

e

WITH OUR USUAL RESTRICTED HUES
Sale

Sale

for Cash

For Gash

ZlOnlyjD

Established

1862

A Danger Signal
Hoarseness in a child that ?s sub
ject to croup is a sure sign of an approaching attack. Give Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy as soon as the child
becomes hoarse and the attack may
be warded off. For sale by all deal
ers. Adv.

Only

SoutkSidePlaja.

THE OLD RELIABLE

WAGON

BAIN

ECONOMISTS AND SOCIOLOGISTS
Dec. 2G. Man and
Minneapolis,
women from various parts of the Unit- -

states and Canada who take an ac
tive interest in economic and socio
logical questions are gathering 5n this
city for the annual meetings of the
societies organized for the discussion
of such subjects. These organizations
are the American Economic association and the American Sociological
The joint gathering will
society.
have its formal opening tomorrow and
will continue its sessions until next
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Tuesday.
Wheezing m the lungs indicates that
phlegm is obstructing the air passages.
SYRUF
BALLARD'S HOREHOUND
loosens the phlegm so that It can be
coughed np and ejected. Price 25c,
Sold by
50c and fl.00 per bottle.
Central Drug Co. Adv.
LABOR LEGISLATION HEARING
Ottawa, Ontario, Dec. 26. A committee representing the Dominion

Trades and Labor Congress today
waited on Premier Borden and members of the cabinet and made known
the desires of organized labor concerning proposed legislation at the
parliamentary session about to begin.
Certain amendments to the Industrial
disputes investigating act are sought
by the labor organizations, and further
legislation is desired also In regard
to the eight-hou- r
day on all govern
ment works.
TEXAS.
GEORGETOWN,
J. A.
Kimbro, says: "For several years past
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound has
been my household remedy for all
coughs, colds, and lung troubles. It
has given permanent relief in a num
ber of cases of obstinate coughs and
colds." Contains no opiates. Refuse
substitutes. O. G. Schaefer, Red Cross
Drug store. Adv.
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Gross, Kelly
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EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

There 5s Only One
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That is
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Bpemo Qvinino

USEO THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COW IH OME DAY.
Always remember the full name. Look
for this signature on every box. 25o
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CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00'

SURPLUS
$50,000.00

f4i

J. M. Cunningham,

President

PD. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash.

Frank Springer,

i
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INTEREST PAID OIST TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BAM r
..
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'

Office with the San Miguel National Bank

"

WM. G. HAYDON
H. W. KELLY

President
vice President
Treasurer
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INSANE FOLK
SHOWS
ATTORNEY
DISTRICT,
WHERE SANTA FE DID WRONG
IN CRABTREE

To the Editor
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Broke Out in Rash. Itched and
Burned. Very Painful. Used
Cuticura Soap and Ointment. Eczema Disappeared.
B. F. D. No. 1. Lucerne, Colo.
"About
two years ago my baby, wiio was about four
months old at that time, was afflicted with

Optic.

Dear Sir: Wherever and whenever
public or private individuals are
Wrongfully assailed or censured, the
one and only effective remedy is publicity. The motto of every man who
has an unjust charge made against
him ought to be "Turn on the light."
Once start a minor which causes reflection to be cast upon one's actions,
reputation or character, and, such Is
the proneness of human nature to
think evil, that the rumor usually travels from mouth to mouth and is whispered from ear to ear until the action
is grossly magnified and the reputation injured.
An illuminatnig illustration of this
tendency has been furnished by the
Crabtree case. Throughout the city
tongues began to wag as soon as the
unfortunate family was foisted onto
the community. Censure was freely
bestowed upon ihe railroad, upon the
hospital and asylum authorities, upon
the court officials and upon everyone
who had any connection with the matter. Not only that denunciation was
nsent by some of our own citizens to
other towns, and papers, not only in
the state, but outside of the state,
have taken up this matter and have
heaped blame and abuse upon Las Vegans and upon our institutions. I
have attempted to get the actual facts
of the case fairly before the people.
The explanations that I asked for
have been given and the people are
in a position to judge the case upon
its merits and not upon the exaggerated, and, in many instances, malici- wus statements that have been circulated.
Now, there is a last word that I desire to say about this matter in the
hope that the misunderstanding as to
our laws which appears to have existed and which we may charitably say
was largely responsible for the Injustice that was unquestionably committed, may be removed. I note that
Mr. Batchelor has commended the
charity of the Santa Fe system, called attention to its benevolences and
extolled its
proclivities.
The Santa Fe system is just as big,
just as charitable, just as humane as
the officers who direct its destinies.
Certain powers are given to each of
Ihe officials and the powerful corporation must be judged by the actions of
those officials. I do not think there
is a person in New Mexico so poor
or so uncharitable that should ha be
unfortunately charged with the care
of a servant, an employe, a member
of his family who should become insane, he would evade all responsibility, turn the unfortunate loose on a
community and refuse to take any action under the law that is provided
ro meet such cases. Certainly
is true, the corporation cannot explain
its failure to deal legally and charitably by announcing that it is large
und powerful. The Santa Pe Railway
company entered into a contract with
the Crabtrees to convey them to a
certain place. The family was in the
care of the company. I f any of them
had been injured through the negligence of the company, damages could
have been collected. The unfortunates were here in Las Vegas on trains
that were detained by snow. It was
the duty which the company recognized to feed and care for all passengers
who were thus detained. The Crab-tree- s
weer found to be Insane. Was
there any legal way by which the company could escape responsibility for
these people? There was, but the
agent of the company did not choose
g

just as

WITH ECZEMA

OF CARING FOR

,sOW

eczema "which at first appeared
on the back of the neck and
(kept constantly enlarging. The
eczema broke out in a rash at
'flrst and it was small and rough
and very rod. It Itchod and
burned so much that he could
not sloon well, contlnuallv
turning and twisting his head

of his neck where he could not get to it to
scratch well. But In nibbing so much it
became red and almost raw. It seemed very
painful as the c(iild fretted constantly.
After some time a similar trouble appeared
on the cheeks.
" I tried
,
,
and others
I do not remember now. Somo did no good
and some only irritated more. At last a
friend advised me to try Cuticura Soap and
Ointment. I scut for a sample and this did
so much good I bought a cake of Cuticura
I used
Soap and the Cuticura Ointment.
them according to directions and it was
only a month until the eczema was apparently well and it soon entirely disappeared and has never returned." (Signed)
Mrs. Carrie M. Brown, Mar. 28, 1913.
Cuticura Soap (25c.) and Cuticura Ointment (50c.) are sold everywhere. A single
set is often sufllcient. Sample of each
mailed free, with 32-- p. Skin Book. Address
5ost-car- d
"Cuticura, Dopt. T, Boston."
WMen who shave and shampoo with Cuticura Soap willflndit best for skin and scalp
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Guarding Agalnsts Croup
Tha Hurt finffsminrrl flPftlnst croUrj is
a, bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound in the house. F. . umn,
Middleton, Ga., writes: "My children
are very susceptible to croup, easily
catch cold'. I give them Foley's
Honey and' Tar Compound and In
every instance they get prompt relief
and are soon cured. We keep It at
O. Q.
home and prevent croup."
Schaefer, Red does Drug Store.
Adv.
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CHARLES W. G. WARD.

Up Against the Real Thing
"I think I have bumped up agaxst
the real thing in Chamberlain's Tablets," writes D. R, Thomas, of Tldi-outPa. "They do the work and
cause no unpleasant reaction." In
cases of constipation when pills and
saline cathartics are used, their use
Is often followed by constipation as
they take eo much water out of the
to take it. I am charitably supposing
system. On the other hand the efthat he had not been Informed as to fect of Chamberlain's Tablet is so
bis duty.
agreeable and so natural that you do
The company could escape responsi- not realize that It has been produced
bility for these passengers only by by a medicine, and no reaction follows
causing a' complaint to be filed alleg- their tise. For sale by all dealers.
'
'
ing insanity and thus insuring a pro- Adv.
per hearing in the court. If the complaint was sufficiently supported by
evidence, the state then would step
in and assume the responsibility. AfNEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
ter the Crabtrees were taken to the
La Pension, Mr. Batchelor, for the
Santa Fe company, refused even to
Santa Fe, N. M.,; Dec. 26. James W.
authorize a special agent to attend Norment's application for all the unthem there, saying that when they appropriated waters of the Santa Fe
were off the train the Santa Fe was river, filed May 13, 1913, has been
done with them. At that time I had approved by the state engineer, "proscarcely finished requesting Mr. Bat- vided it is not exercised to the detrichelor to see that the Crabtrees were ment of any others having valid prior
cared for and, if possible, taken on rights to the use of the water and protheir journey. Three times before, viding that plans and specifications
patients who have been found to be for the proposed improvements are
insane when they reached Las Vegas filed before the commencement of achave been taken to the Las Vegas hos tual construction."
pital and Imposed upon the manage
Application No. 769, being the offiment there.
cial designation of Mr. Norment's filThis is not right. There is not only ing, was hotly contested, especially by
no law under which such patients, the Santa Fe Water and Light comwhether destitute or otherwise, can be pany, but as the state engineer said
properly committed to the hospital, today, "The 'Norment application is
but as the hospital is an institution only for the unappropriated water, and
for sick people partially supported by the water company admitted that thay
the state and the state provides an did not use all that went past their
institution for the insane, the sending works."
of insane people to the hospital can in
It is the intention, according to, the
no case be justified.
Granted, of application, to irrigate 1,000 acres of
course, that if through mischance in land in the Santa Fe grant, and in
digent insane are received by the hos- the land just west of the gfant, same
pital they should receive the sam being in townships 17 and 16 north
charity as any other patients. It Is and range 9 east.
The Norment storage reservoir will
important that if Mr. Batchelor has
not in the past been informed of his be located, according to the plans on
duty that he should make no other file, a short distance above the upper
mistake as he made in the Crabtree reservoir of the Santa Fe Water and
matter, and that if his company chan- Light company, the dam beiAg proces to be burdened with a person who jected across the canyon at the narbecomes Insane that he know that rowest part, shortly after entering the
the only way in which he can escape Pecos national forest. The estimated
responsibility is to take the proper cost is $60,000, and, the storage vjill
legal action under the statutes of New be 775 acre feet.
Mexico. Had the Same care been exNotaries Named
ercised by the company in the case
Notaries were named today as folMabel H. Smith, Roswell; J.
of these two unforunates that was lows:
exercised in the case of the well pas- A. Bullen, paloms Springs. ,
License Tags Here
sengers, who were fed and cared for
The 1914 automobile tags which
by the company during the detention,
had the company taken the steps to were shipped from St Louis on Deascertain the condition of the Crab' cember 11 arrived today and the sectrees and at the outset taken the retary of the state will commence
course that was taken Monday morn- sending them out the day after Christing at my request, the injury that has mas. Already 65 licenses have been
been done to this city and to the state asked for upon to noon today, by varias the result of the widespread re- ous auto owners of the state.
ports circulated about this case, would
Complaint Dismissed
The Postal Telegraph company ask-e- d
yesterday that its complaint against
the Mountain States Telegraph company be dismissed without prejudice.
This action was taken it is said on account of the recent action of the Bell
Telephone company, in which it said
it would voluntarily relinquish its
Western Union stock.
Tax Rolls Arrive
The Rio Arriba county corrected
tax rolls were received today by the
traveling auditor, while the Luna
county rolls were sent back for cor
rection.

Doing chores at night is
easy ifyouhavearehabie
lantern. The RAYO doesn't sputter, sneeze and go out just when you need it.
U
Your best friend
after dark. The RAYO safe, handy and built to
last. At dealer everywhere.
THE CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
Dwnr

not have been Incurred. It will be
well while dealing with this
case to call attention to the fact that
not a single cent charged the Crabtrees was legally paid to those who
'
performed the services. As these people were insane they could not legally pay for their services. This was
recognized by those who sent their
bills to the relatives in Tennessee to
be approved. While most of the
charges appear to have been reasonable and necessary, and probably no
question will ever be raised, had the
proper action been taken at the outset,
all bills would have been allowed and
paid properly under the direction of
the court. The Incident will probably
eventually result in good instead of
harm, now that all the facts have
been placed fully before the public. It
may be assumed that in the future no
attempt will be made by any one to
impose insane patients upon the hospital and it is hoped that no one, whether a wealthy corporation or a poor
individual who has accepted responsibility for a person who becomes insane, will fail promptly to act upon
the efficient remedy given by our statutes.
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THERE! is much excitement among
whose business it Is to provide feathers for millinery purposes.
The wearing of certain plumage is
slipping into discredit, and the buying
and selling of this particular plumage
in this country is prohibited. For

the purpose of preserving a beautiful
species of bird or preventing the practice of cruelty in obtaining the crests
of other species the Audubon society
has kept up a long and ultimately
successful fight
But there is a world of feathers to
whose use no one will object. The
ostrich (for instance), grouse, pheasant, peacock, all the domestic fowls
and numerous pestiferous birds supply carloads of feathers that are available to the manufacturer. The present excitement about legislation will
finally do the feather business good.
Already designers are producing the
most novel and lovely effects In fancy
feathers. All the talk and agitation
on the subject simply advertises
feathers. To draw attention to them
is to make their success, for feathers
are as beautiful and as fascinating as
flowers. We pass by the marvels' of
coloring and shading and marking In
the feathers to which we are accustomed, but the designer of fancy
feathers notes them and transforms
them into new shapes thaF captivate
the eye and hold the attention. There
is a limitless world for" him to con'
quer.
An example of a pretty and fantastic feather decoration is shown here.
The flues of some feather have been
shaved from the strong and slender
rib except at the end. Here an odd

BEADS OF ALL

modest and conservative ex
among the enormous va
riety of beads now fashionable are
piotured here. Not that these particu

VERT

lar patterns are greater favorites than
other, for no beads are unfashionable
and all sorts are worn.
These strands are about the average In size and length. The first
strand Is a yellow agate highly pol
lshed and graduated in size. The agate
is opaque and cloudy. Many beads oi
this character show faint markings oi
rings.
Beads are well finished and even,
Nearly all of them are graduated Id

P

I
1

I

A hat of rich brocade Is also pictured here, with two magnificent os-

trich plumes mounted at the right
side. They are giants in width and
fulness of flue. The shape shows the
eccentric widening of brim at one
side, which is probably a forerunner
of larger hats.
The crown is round and of a soft
supporting material, which shapes the
brocade covering. The facing is of
plain velvet The widening of the
brim at the left provides a fine 'balance for the really huge feathers,
mounted back to back at the left.
Ostrich collars are worn with toth
these hats, and ostrich bands are
used like those of marabout or fur
for trimming purposes.
JULIA

BOTTOM LEY.

eiranas ot tne rasmonaoie lengtn ana
with beads graduated until as
marble at the
large as a
center. Chains set with stones one
sees occasionally, but they have not
the favor given to beads.
The point to remember in selecting
beads is that they are worn more
than anything for color value and are
selected either to match or to set oft
tbe color of the costume. There are
strands made up of various odd beads
strung together. Small steel or glass
beads are used between larger ones
effectively. In fact, no style is barred
in the fad for beads.
Long strands of small beads are
twisted in rope fashion and worn in
the length shown in the picture. This
coral
management of
beads bring them up to date.
carved corals in earrings
and brooches are new fashions now,
and their possessors rejoice in them.
If you have strands of curious or
beads, now is the time
to resurrect them. Piece the strands
out with other beads to suit your
fancy, bo long as the color combinations are good. A little black or steel,
or both, introduced, makes a striking
strand. Big beads introduced at intervals in a strand of small ones are
noted among the most desired and ex.
pensive novelties.
good-size-

SORTS IN FAVOR

i- -

feather-man- .

Bize,

VARIETIES AND

I

fan, like a small palm, spreads a
bright colored surface, like a flower,
to the air. Ornaments of this character are immensely popular. They
are saucy and attractive, and not too
expensive for general use.
The small shape has a soft crown
of scant fulness. Such crowns are so
universally popular that one may neglect calling attention to them there
are almost no rigid crowns. It is
made of black velvet. The wonder is
where all the black velvet comes
from, for the world and her sister are
just now hatted in this universally
popular material.
The brim is of wired chantilly lace,
and here the story ends, except tor
the curious feather which springs up
at the back. The hat Is merely a simple, dainty head covering to support
a new idea from the brain of the

I

PARTY AT THE

y, II.

3.

Knitted Girdle Sash.
This sash is similar in weave to
knitted neckties, and is made in
Roman striped and plain effects. It is
about two and
yards in
length, and has either plain finished
bits ends or is ornamented with ball
trimming. It is intended to be worn
efdraped on the hip, in
fect. A large pin four or five inches
wide and deep is used to pin the
knot or loose ends to the skirt

C. A,

SECOND
ANNUAL
CHRISTMAS
IS ENJOYABLE
FUNCTION
HOLIDAY EVENT
"

The Dormdwellers. of the Y. M. C.
A. enjoyed a jolly Christmas eve
party in the lobby of the association
building. The fun began at 11 o'clock
and did not end until the early hours
of the morning. Telling stories and
cracking jokes occupied the sttention

Am-bro-
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"No Need To
Watch It"

h

w

one-quart-

.

Many a house lias
been burglarized during-thbrief time the policeman was at the
other end of his beat.

four-in-han- d

size, and the strands' are long, extending to the swell of the bust or below

the waist line.
One of the pretty new ideas in glass
beads is also shown. This bead is not
smoothly round, but shows ridges and
faces like an amber bead. Also the
glass is not clear, but frosted. The
bead3 are translucent It is a fad to
have them match something in the
costume. They are to be had in almost every color, green, white, lavender, opalescent and fascinating blue
tones and in inimitation of amber.
Amber, by the way, is and bids fair
to remain, very fashionable. Gold
beads, too, one notes oftoner than ever
before. Strands of these, like pearla,
are usually short.
Coral in beautifully finished and polished beads, and in imitations that
are wonderfully good, are shown In

To Remove Mud Stains.
For removing mud stains from white
or cream serge: First allow the mud
to dry thoroughly, then cover the spots
with common table salt and leave for
two or three minutes. When this is
finished, take a piece of tissue paper
and lightly rub off the salt. Finally,
apply a little French chalk, brush off
wit'h a clean brush and you will find
ell the marks have vanished.

r

Houses provided with
electric light protect
themselves.
.

Let us wire your li'.wja for
!'
electric light .ut pve

yj
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Lace to Trim Handbags.
Lace is used to trim handbags, Just
as leather Is now used to trim hats.
A dainty handbag of tan suede la

sq

of the young people until midnight good.
when an entertainment stunt that had
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
been arranged by the committee in
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS as they
was
the
of
celebration
charge
pulled cannot reach the seat of the disease.
off.
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
The telephone rang loudly and was disease, and in order to cure it yen
answered by one ot the party, who must take internal remedies. Hall's
Cure is taken internally, and
entered into a heated argument with Catarrh
acts directly upon the blood and muthe man at the other end of the line. cous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure is
He told the speaker that it would not a quack medicine. It waa prescribed by one of the best physiciaa
be impossible to admit him, as none in
this country for years and is a
but dwellers in the Y. M. C. A. dorm- regular prescription. It 13 composed
itory had been invited. As the one of the best tonics known, combined
sided argument Waxed hotter Secre with the best, biood purifiers, acting
on the mucous surfaces. Tfee
tary P. H. LeNoir became interested. directly
combination of the two ingredperfect
insisted
on being allowed to take ients is what produces such wonderHe
the phone. The man at the other end ful results in curing catarrh. Send
free.
of the wire assured him that he was forF. testimonials,
J. CHENEY & CO., Props., ToSanta Claus and was peevish because ledo, O.
he had not ibeen bidden to the feast.
Sold by Druggists, price ?5c.
Take Halls' Family Pills for con
He told LeNoir that he intended to
come right over. LeNoir accordingly stipation. Adv.
unlocked the front door, but was surWYOMING MINERAL OUTPUT
prised to eee Santa Claus coming
Washington, Dec. 26. The mineral
down the stairs. He had thought the output of most importance in Wyomtelephone was a "sell" and had not ing Is coal, the value of which repre
expected the entrance of St. Nicho- sents nearly 90 per cent of the total
las.
mineral production of the state, acSanta Claus presented to Mr. Le cording to a report made public today
Noir a remembrance from the direct by the United States geological sur
ors and a little gift from the dormi- vey. The value of the products of
tory men. For the entire party he all the mines in Wyoming in 1911
brought an addition to the Christmas was $11,483,377, of which the coal
treat. The Santa Clans stunt com- output, amounting to 6,744,8Gi short
pletely surprised Mr. LeNoir, as it tons, represented $10,50S,8G3. -

JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
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DORMDMIM

did practically all the guests, who
were not dn on the secret
The remainder of the evening waa
spent in feasting and music. The eatables, which were delicious, were provided by a number of ladies who are
interested in the welfare of the Y. M.
C. A. Mrs. A. B. Livingood, wife ot
a former resident of the Y. M. C. A,
was present and played accompaniments for a number of songs.
The Christmas eve party was the
second annual affair of the kind to
be held at the association, and it was
heartily enjoyed.
Those present were A. E. DeMarais,
J. W. Kirklay, P. H. LeNoir, Louis C.
Taylor, Charles J. Fuhst, W. L. Sells,
P. A. Brinegar, J. F. Conway, Charles
Skafte, J. S. Jones, L. R. Bloom, Colbert Root, W. H. Hanson, F.
and Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Livin-
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edged about the top with a narrow
frilling of deep cream Valenciennes
lr.ee, fulled well around the corners.
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been in existence only four years. It
was started ou borrowed capital. Not
a man who now owns any part of
the concern actually put up any great
ESTABLISHED 1879.
amount of cash. And the apparatus
which they manufacture was at its beginning tha only apparatus of its kind
Published by
In the world. That company, through
CO.
PUBLISHING
OPTIC
THE
j
the brains of its chief, literally reach(Incorporated.)
ed out into scientific s,pace and grasped a hitherto unknown mechanism,
..
.Editor. made it practical, made the people PLANS WILL BE MADE AT STOCK
U, M. PADGETT
want It, made motor car manufacturWEEK CELEBRATION NEXT
ers buy It in quantities that cost
MONTH
4
them millions of dollars.
Seeing this company's success, dozDenver, Dec. 20. The proposal to
ens of competitors have sprung up hold a convention of Western Press
East
at
at
the
Entered
postofflce
elsewhere, some, of whom have been clubs in Denver next summer, prelim
n
Ims Vegas, New Mexico, for
successful, inasmuch as the field
very
arrangements for which win be
through the United States Is broad. And every man who works inary
perfected
during the stock show week,
esails as second class matter.
for these competitors really qwes his next January, is only the forerunner
job to the man who invented the orig- of what promises to be one of the
inal apparatus and to the men around greatest publicity campaigns ever un
jTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
him who created the demand. Isn't dertaken. '
Dally, by Carrier
.t5 that plain?
Far Copy
The members of the Denver Press
.15
One Week
club, the Denver Convention associa
.65
One Month
tion, the Denver Motor club, Shriners,
'
7.50
Ono Year
Sons of Colorado, Denver Athletic
Dally, by Mail
club and other organizations
have
$6.00
One, year (In advance).
formed themselves into one big press
8.00
e,ix jMonths (In advance)...
agency, and with the aid of other
A
7.50
Oie Year (In arrears)
newspapermen's clubs thoughout the
3.75
&x Months (In arrears)
west a campaign of "boost" has been
launched that indicates wider scope.
WILSON ACTS AS VOLUNTEER
and greater resufts than has ever 'be-- ,
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
FIRE CHIEF WHILE ON AUTO
GROWER
fore been conceived.
EXPEDITION
One! Year
$2.00
During "Round Up" week, January
S
. 1.00
Months
18 to 24, more than 400 editors from
Gulfport, Miss., Dec, 26 President the
Rocky Mountain states will vitft
Wilson discovered the home of Mrs,
Denver and with representatives from
(Cash In Advance for Malt
.T. H. Neville on fire here today and
the press clubs of San Franicsco, Los
Subscriptions)
while he directed two chauffeurs and
Kansas City, Portland, St.
Ttemit I by check, draft or money two
secret service men how to extin- Angeles,
Louis, Seattle, Salt Lake and other
order, u sent otherwise we will not
Mrs
he
the
blaze,
allayed
tinguish
cities west of the' Mississippi iu atCm responsible for loss.
Neville's; fears. ,.The;',: president was
on
free
tendance, the nucleus for the Great
Application.
Specimen copies
returning to Pass Christian from a West Press association will
have acgolf course and was riding in the front
been
started.
tually
AT
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
seat of nnv automobile. when he saw
The fact that 40,000 visitors are exEXPIRATION OF TIME
smoke coming from the roof of the
to come to Denver "Round Up"
pected
PAID FOR
Neville home. He quickly alighted
week opened unlimited possibliites in
car
from the
and went into the house
tho way of publicity work for. the
Mrs. Neville.
Advertisers are guaranteed the where he encountered
of Colorado and the great
"Your house is on fjre, but don't boosting
west. The Denver Press club will be
trgest daily and weekly circulation be alarmed.
These gentlemen heit
to entertain and find amuseai any newspaper In northern New
to
chauffeurs and 6eeret expected
the
(pointing
Mexico.
ment for the many thousands who will
out
service men) will put it
if you
want to have a good time while belj
will show them how to get to the at
and to this end the newspaper men,
TELEPHONES
tic," said President Wilson to Mrs. with the official
sanction of the Natsuilness Office
...Main 2 Neville.
tional Western Stock show, have set
tVews Department
.'.Main
While the two secret service men.
aside three days and nights. In addiJames Sloan and Jack Wheeler, and
tion to many other events in which the
the two chauffeurs, Charles Fredericks
FRIDAY, DFCEMBER. 26, 1913.
Press club will have a hand and which
and George Robiuson, rushed up
big events will be bigger and bc(
stairs, Mr. Wilson quieted Mrs. Neville ter
SCHOOL
HIGII
MUSIC
than in, the past, will be the
and assured her she was in no danger
COURSE
"lirandiron"
dinner given to the
and that her home would not be
newspaper men from the four states.
"A strong course of study of great
This will be the first time in the
The blaze, which was in the roof,
v vital literature should be offered in
of Denver that an affair or this
had
not
gained great headway and kind has been
t!;o high school," says Professor Will
proposed, and since it
out by
of the ftre
r.rhart of Pittsburgh, in a prelimin was easily put carried
was suggested, the Press club has
on
the White
extinguishers
ary report on music Just issued by the House
automobiles. Mrs. Neville, who grabbed it, so to speak, as worthy of
EJcJted States bureau of education.
their best efforts. It will be a banla an
woman, was excited

Nun.
An Interesting ,and pathetic ceremony was held the other day at the
famous Buddhist temple called Zen-oj- l
In Nagsno. Little Yachi Ogura,
daughter of
the
Ogura, took orders as a nun. She
was dressed for the ceremony in a
long sleeved purple kimono of crepe
end a purple skirt. During the ceres
mony numerous priests" and priest-jsse"recited prayers. The abbess
Khose heiress the little girl becomes,
inperfumed a razor in the smoke of
cense and shaved oft the young girl's
The latter all the
beautiful hair.
time held her palms together in the

POULTRY SHOW IN NEW YORK
New York, Dec. 26. Edtu.a:;on is
the keynote of the twenty fifth annual exhibition of the New York
Poultry and Pigeon association, which
was opened in Madison Sqirvrj Garden today and will be continued
through the coming week. While the
greater part of the exhibition is devoted as in former years to the display of barn yard fowl, a large section is given over to a comprehensive
exhibit showing every accessory of
the poultry industry, from incubators

Mawkish Sentimentality.
William Travers Jerome, tossing a
cigarette scornfully into the grate,
said at the Union club in New York:
"The Canadian people, in their ad
miration of Harry Thaw, showed a
mawkish and hysterical sentimental
ity. A visitor to the Coatlcook jail
passed down the corridor with a
bouquet of violets in her hand. She
was young and pretty and she
knocked at Thaw's door.. A hand ap
peared at the grating and a hoarse
voice said: T guess them vi'lets ain't
for me, miss. I'm only in for stealin'
a ham. The feller wot murdered the
New York architect has been shifted
to No. 17.'"
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"Musical appreciation is particularly
Impropriate for third and fourth year
students. The course should include
the study of musical history, lives of
famous musicians, forms of musical
3ompos!tion, esthetics of music, etc."
Professor Earhart further urges In
"hla report that the instruction be bas-- j
d on a large number of selected compositions, ancient and modern: that all
different means of musical expression
'tie considered piano, orchestra, chor-us- ,
solo
singing solo instrument,
chamber music, etc., and that only the
fcest and most characteristic work of
the various composers be studied,
"whether song, sonata, rondo, opera,
oratorio or cantata,
rFrofessor Earhart and the members
of the committee who are working with
Sim to reorganize secondary education in music appear to have no objection to "canned music." In fact, the
report urges that a course in musical
Appreciation is now much more practicable than formerly, because of the
reat strides, that have been made In
the mechanical devices for reproducing
music the piano player, the talking
machine, and the player organ. "With
the help of any orali of these," says
professor Earhart, " and the assistance
of local musicians, in addition to what
the class and teacher can provide, a
course in musical appreciation can be
snai of inestimable value it the high
school." nj
o

elderly
when the president first told her of
the fire. She rushed to a bath room
to get a bucket of water and then
hurried up stairs to show the govern.
mental fire fighters how to get to the
roof. The president induced her to
come downstairs however, and re
mained with her until the four men
announced that the fire was out
When the town fire apparatus arrived
in a few minutes it had no work to
do.

The Neville home' is one of the
prettiest on the gulf coast and Judge
Neville (Is one of the town's most
prominent citizens. He arrived just
as the president was leaving. He
thanked the president warmly.
"The president's concern for Mrs.
Neville was one of the sweetest
things you can imagine," ho said a
short time later.
By noon today the weather on the
as like spring and Presi
Suit coast
dent Wilson enjoyed playing golf. He
removed his coat and played in a gray
sweater vest His proud caddy remarked after the game that "considering that he's president he played
pretty good golf."
Mr. Wilson chatted
short time
with Representative Harrison of Mis
sissippi. Immediately after his fire
experience he left for Pass Christian.

TRADE GROWS
Washington,. Dee. 2 fi. November's
foreign trade brought the balance ol
trade In favor of the United States
TO TIIK nuSINtlSSJlAN against uMign nations to $612,140,403
for the 11 months of the calendar
Every successful business refutes year, while for the 1 months ending
the claim of the street corner orator with November, the excess of exports
'

EXPORT

:

CP

that 'labor produces

all

wealth,"
Yet
certain specific businesses seem to
more clearly than others prove his
false premise.
In an Ohio city there is probably
the best equipped factory for the
production of email electrical appar
atus that exists in the world. It is
not the largest, but H is no pigmy,
covering as it does some eight acres
f floor space and employing several
thousands of men, while in affiliated
plants in other cities fifty thousand
rm?n are employed on work directly
'ritering into the product of this con
cern. Probably nearly a quarter of a
million people live and enjoy prosperity as a result of this little concern's

"writes Earl Welborn in Leslie's.

over Imports was $738,320.7Cfi. The
exports for November totaled $245,643,-S95- ,
the second largest for that month
in the last six years, being exceeded
only by November, 1012.
The imports were $148,594,741, also
the second largest November in the
last six years, exceeding November
last" year by $4,500,000!
A LUCKY

ESCAPE

London, Dec. J26. Miss Katherine
of Ambassador
A. Page, daughter
Walter H. Page, escaped without Injury when an automobile in which
she was driving yesterday smashed
into a wall and was wrecked at
suburb of
Barnes, a southwestern
London. Her companion, Harold Fowrtiville3.
Nothing unusual about that, ynu ler, the ambassador's secretary, was
wi.1I tay. Bui wait: That concern has sliehtly bruised on one of his legs.

quet at which features before unseen
and unheard of in the west areTntro-duccd- ,
and will do much to cement be'
ter good feeling between newspaper
men of the Rocky Mountain states.
The masked ball and smoker which
follow will be in keeping with the
"Brandiron" dinner.

to scientific literature.
COSMOPOLITAN CLUBS MEET
Iowa City, la., Dec. 26. The Uni-

versity of Iowa iB entertaining for four
days the annual convention of the Association of Cosmopolitan clubs. It is
the seventh, annual gathering of .the
association, which is composed of foreign students attending American colleges and universities. The president
is Tsoerun L. Ling, of Haukon, China,
who is
student at the, University of
Iowa, j; Sunday afternoon the conven:
tiohiwill hear an address t by Dr.,
George M. Xasmyth of Boston, director of .the International Bureau of. Students, who will speak on "The Unity
of the World."

6even-Year-O-

AN OLD DOLLAR
New Haven, Conn., Dec. 26.

A

sil-

COMING UP

ver dollar bearing the date 1804 and
highly prized by numismatics and understood to be quoted at $3,500
collection purposes, was found here
t I
H'
today.
1
t
William Sullivan, a laborer, excavating on the site of the ice rink for
the Yale hockey,,; team, turned over
with his shovel an old jar which rested on a boulder seven feet below the
surface of the street nearby.
'
tinder the Uowl was a silver snuff
box made in Nueremberg, green with
most reverential manner and kept re- oxydization and in it a United States
peating the old Buddhist prayer, silver dollar dated 1804, In good con'Nama Amida Butsu (Hall Savior
'
dition, a number of Connecticut; copBuddhaV When the ceremony was
per coins, a continental note for $3,
u
over she put on the simple costume of j
state notes and som' rings.
sfeferal
new
a
now
known
is
by
a nun and she
The metal articles were slightly cor
name Chlkoni.
roded but they rubbed up well and
dates were plain. The notes had to the
That Next .Morning.
previous close. The close was - Missouri Pacific, Canadian Pacific
A friend of mine, he goes downtown be carefully handled, to prevent. disin
to
r
Weak,
net'lower; "p '' and Norfolk and Western showed
and sits up with the fellows. He tegration.
Oats
turned
weak
wlth.!corn.;i
but
shares
heaviness,
for
copppr
down
reds,
lightly lays his lucre
moved up briskly on the improvement
First sales of provisions which
whites, blues and yellows. He orders
a
takes
indiin metal prices here and abroad.
and
nifty
almost
of
confined
to
a
lot
wholly
things
ribs,
up
TO SUE DIRECTORS
nibble and on the check the waiter
cated an advance of 5: cents. The Bonds were firm.
St Louis, Dec. 2G. James W. Lusk, closing quotations were:
brings his name proceeds to scribble.
The market closed steady. Fitful
cigar and a receiver for the St. Louis & San
He smokes a twenty-cen- t
rallies
did not carry far, owing to the
JulySOU;
Wheat,
May
when the minstrels gather, in joyous Francisco railroad, today- was directon Reading after an official,,
Dec. 68; May 68.
pressure
Corn,
line?
in
is
he
before
the
bar,
song
ed by Circuit Judge Sanborn to bring
denial
that
a segregation plan was;.
his
in
41;
menials
Oats,
May
July 40.
Well, rather! When
restitution suit against certain directJan. $20.32; May $20.77. contemplated. New Haven made a
service range, to save him time and ors
Pork,
'
and' former directors.
trouble, he looks, while saying, Keep
spurt to above 75 later, and the genLard, Jan. $10.62; May $10.97.
Mont
ts
jrCristoX;
the. change','
Bibs, Jan. $10.72; May. $11,02.' eral market became steady.
double, uufc on, nex oay-tp- u
The last sales .wci'e;.....,,
?;
to Lear the words of fact and fable YOU CAN CURE THAT BACKACHE,
. 74
Amalgamated
NEW
Gflfpperigtl
EXCHANGE
YORK
STOCK
far
all
cheer
the
headwhich
chases
he
Pain
with
along the back, dizziness,
107
New York, Dec. 26. The varied de- Sugar . ..... . i
from the breakfast table! It fills the ache and general langour. Get a pack94
flat with gloom and strife and sor- age of Mother Gray's AROMATIC-LEAF- , mand of the early ... market carried Atchison . . .
line of talk
row and misEivine-t- he
Northern Pacificnt,
110
new
to
stocks
th
lor,
root
many
herb
hlgh.levels
and
the
pleasant
e gives his wife about the cost of
: !v. .
170
cure for all Kidney, Bladder and Uri- upward movement, and although real Reading
Exchange.
living!
'
SO
Pac,clc
sales
When
run
troubles.
later
caused,;tbeIJlifg;sJi?.vft,;ther'1
izing
nary
you feel all
."P.iil66
Pacific
lijion
didundernot
fall
the
recession
weak
use
down,
without
and
back,
energy
Desiccated Fruits.
60
We have passed In a single genera- this remarkable combination of na- mine the confident feelimj which, had United States Steel ...
106
United States Steel, pfd
tion from the era of dried apples to ture's herbs and roots. As a tonic grown up in the last week.
that of desiccated bruits. Both the laxative It has no equal. Mother Gray's
European markets, were still closed
language and the menu are richer for Aromatic-Lea- f
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK .
Is sold toy Druggists or for the holidays, bo that! there was no
Soldiers and sailors, sent
the change.
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 26. Hogs,
cts.
sent
mail
further
50
for
Sample
by
foreign
Reading
liquidation.
campers and explorers have now a FREE.
Address, The Mother Gray once more led the market beings .in? receipt's 2,500. Market 10 cents highlonger and more wholesome ration
N. Y. Adv.
Le
Co.,
fluenced by reiteration of reports that er. Bulk $7.607.85; heavy $7.80
Roy,
list; and those of us who stay at
a segregation plan was Under conside- 7.90; packers and butchers $7.80
home can in the dead of winter enjoy
a number of agreeable fruits and vegration as the result of . negotiations 7.85; Hghtsl7.557.S0; pigs $6,750
etables that our fathers knew only
1'
7.25.
with tho government.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
during a brief season of the year. The
26. General rain or
upanother
Dec.
Cattle, receipts 2,000. Market. 10
gave
Chicago,
buying
Speculative
latest addition to the list is the cantadeto
ward
snow
over
higher. Prime fed steers $8.509;
much, of the winter crop
A California grower has dis
sing quotations, with the
loup.
dressed beef steers $7,258.40; westmand
stocks
belt
for
made
wheat
market
expanding
suc
be
today's
covered that cantaloups can
easy.
southern
$6.257.75;
cessfully dried, and so preserved in- Prices, after opening unchanged to greatly. The local Traction, Goodrich ern steers
cows
steerssteers
decid$4.40
showed
shares
all
and
Buffered
all
a
moderate
definitely, not only without loss of fla
$5.757.25;
lower,
Rumley
The next around decline.
vor, but with improvement.
7; heifers. $ 6. 50 8. 75; stockers and
The close was weak, ed strength.
thing may be dried watermelon, with
bulls
V6 net lower.
to
Publication of unfavorable Novem- feeders $5.507.50;
$57;.
A
the hint on the package. "Just add
11.
50
calves
realiz$6.
and
ber
railroad
corn
started
firm
reports
owing
heavy
Although
cold water and serve." Youth's Comunsettled weather, the market later ing In Reading caused prices to gag
Sheep, receipts 3,000. Market 10
'
panion.
adLambs 17.5(7 8.10;
cents
in
heaviness.
higher.
Reading's
Quotations, again
developed
wethers $4.50
else- yearlings $5.757;
to
was
and
vance
cancelled
were
which
gains
Mammoth.
unchanged
higher,
for
Mining
5.50; ewes $44.75.
By taking the tuaks of the mam' were followed by a sag to well under where were largely cut Into.
moth that flourished many years ago
and utilizing them in the manufacture
of ivory articles for use today the ani
mals that inhabiteif the world in the
glacial period are contributing to the
commercial demands of the twentieth
century. That is the accomplishment
reported from Siberia, where natives
far inland found the tusks and took
them on sledges to the seacoast The
shipment opened up possible supplies
of ivory not heretofore utilized. It's
a far cry from the glacial period to
the comfort and convenience of the
present day. The world is digging
deep for its supplies when the mammoth pays its share to human com
fort Cleveland Plain Dealer.
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Tallest of Tall Stories.
number of persons were talking
about telescopes, and each professed
to have looked through the "largest
one in the wdrld." One6arter anoth
er told of thd"Towerful effect of the
respective telescope. At last a quiet
man said, mildly:
"I once looked
through a telescope. I don't know as
it was the largest in the world. I hope
it wasn't. ' But it brought the moon
so: near that1 we could see' the man
gesticulating in it wildly and crying
out: JDon1' shoot don't 'shoot!' The
old fob! thought it was a big cannon
that we were pointing at him '
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PERSONS RECEIVED
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Fill

TURKEYS

US WEDNESDAY NIGHT

Lilly Callahan.
2 Dr. Plew.
1

A

for the Living Room.
Get away from the Idea of hanging
pictures In your dens and living rooms
that are fanciful.
Have something
that will bear everyday associations.
AFRAID OF LOPEZ
The' black and white prints are good,
Bingham, Utah. Dec. 26. Although and
those of the old Italian villas,
there is no indication that Ralph wooded
scenes, or of some eastern
of
six
men, is alivrin ports, little brooklets and
Lopez, slayer
country
the Utah-Apemine, Sheriff Smith landscapes will be refreshing all winannounced today that the bulkheads ter, when the living room must take
would not be removed and the work- the place of the porch and of nature.
ings searched until after New Year's
Peculiar Memorial Meeting.
Day. Although it is generally believAa interesting meeting wa? recently
ed that Lopez either is dead or that
held at Hakata in Kiuabul, under the
he escaped shortly after he killed two
of the Young Men's Buddhist
auspices
deputies in an underground battle on association. It was a memorial servNovember 29, the sheriff has deteft ice, not only to the 2S0 men whose
mined not to enter the mine until he bodies have been dissected during the
feels certain there will not be another last ten years, but also to the 34,000
"
frogs, 7,000 rata, 1,000 hares and more
encounter.
than 500 each of dogs, cats, hens and
doves which have been dissected at
ths Kinshul uniwwiitw
Subscribe for The Optic.
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PERSONALS
Mrs. Ollio Shearer, midwife.
'
Adv.

M.A.

Van:

Isching-Coyne-

Houten of Shoemaker

visit.
F. J. Johnson of New York was a
commercial ' visitor la the city yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Fisher of Albuquerque were visitors In Las Vegas
.yesterday.
Jack Dalton of Canon City, Colo.,
was a business visitor here today. He
ds a cattle man.
D. E. Daly of Trinidad, Colo., came
In Wednesday evening for a several
days' visit with friends.
Walter A. Watson came In yesterday afternoon from Albuquerque for
a short bisit with friends.
Attorney Charles A. Spless left
this afternoon for Raton, where he
Trill be for the next few dr.ys on busi.

ness.
Mrs. Gilbert Rosenwald left yesterday evening for Kansas Oity for a
several weeks' visit with friends and
relatives.
M. --L. Tillman, formerly located
here, came In last night from Albuquerque for a short visit with friends
and relatives.
Harry Phillips of Harrisonvllle, Mo.,
arrived In Las Vegas Wednesday evening and will remain here Indefinitely,
as a visitor.
.;,;
C, 1. Taylor came in Wednesday
evening from his home In Raton and
will he a visitor with friends here for
several days.
R, R. Champion of Onava came(ln
Wednesday evening to spend Christmas here. He will remain In Las
Vegas during the holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. James McNary of El
s
Paso, accompanied by Joshua
of .the same city, spent Christmas in Las Vegas with relatives.
H. H. Conwell of Lawrence, Kas., Is
1n Las Vegas visiting friends. He
will remain here for several days. He
is the guest of Robert L. M. Rosser.
George P. Pritchett, eon of Mr. and
Mrs. R. Pritchett, who is attending
school at Ames, la., arrived'" in Las
Vegas yesterday and will spend sev
eral days here with his parents.Joseph Danzlger left yesterday
morning for Roswell, where he will
remain for a short time. He will visit
Miss Julia Jaffa, whose engagement
to Mr. Danzlger was announced some
time ago.
Miss Nell Batclielor, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Batchelor, left this
afternoon for New York city to reenter Columbia university. She has
been visiting her parents here for
the past few days.
j
Carl Ellis, son of Mr. and Mrs. B.
S. Ellis, arrived In Las Vegas last
night from Texas and will spend several months here. On account 'of a
enow storm Carl was delayed several
days, arriving too late to spend
Christmas with his relatives.
C. C. Chappelle, vice president and
general manager of the Federal Light
and Traction company, came in this
afternoon from his headquarters In
New York for a short business visit
to the light and traction properties.
Mrs. Chappelle accompanied her usband
and left this afternoon for Albuquerque, where she will be joined
by Mr. Chappelle following his business visit here.
Dr. W. T. Brown of the ValmoTa
BanlltarSjura
came in this afternodit
for a short business visit. Dr. Brown
reports a pleasant Christmas celebration, at Valmora yesterday.-- . He will
leave tomorrow for Chicago, where
he ia to address the annual convention of the employes of the Sprague-Wanie- r
company. At this convention
Dr. Brown will show slides of the Val--,
mora sanitarium and also several
taken near this city, including the
Gallinas canyon and the country
about El Porvenlr.
Ray-nold-

Get busy before our stock
is exhuasted

"he has the loveliest suite of
apartments!"
"What is he stud"
began the visiM
tor.
"A perfectly delightful" living room
on the second floor of Croesus hail,
with a big bedroom and private bath
adjoining!"
,;
"Indeed? What is Percy "
"Croesus hall is easily the most exclusive dormitory of the college.
live
Only boys of the best families
there. Percy will have the best social advantages."
"What
"Percy tells me that there is a
magnificent swimming pool, quite Roman in its elegance, in ,the basement,
while upstairs on the roof there is a
sun parlor. Really, I quite envy the
college man."

REMEMBER! our entire
stock of ladies and misses tailored suits and ladies, ciisses
and children's coats, and also
our entire stock

of

-

men's and

boy's clothing will go at

is"

Actual Cost
Every other item in our store
will be sold at greatly reduced

"What"

prices.

to keep the place exclusive, and to see that no undesirable
people get in, they have a footman
and two bellboys continually in attendance in the foyer. And, O, it is
such a charming foyer! All of marble, you know, with the most cozy re"And

Hoffman

&

Graubarth

THE POPULAR PRICE STORE
Phone Main 104

R. H. Wilson of Denver was a business visitor' in 'Las Vegas today.
TO RAZE

LONDON

LANDMARK

HISS BROWN WINS
POTTER CONTEST

REPOPULAR
YOUNG WOMAN
CEIVES HANDSOME WORKBAS-KEFILLED WITH CANDY
.

T

Potter's popularity contest ended
Wednesday evening about 11 o'clock
with Miss Leila Brown the winner
by 70 votes. Her, nearest competitor
at the close of the contest was Miss
Nellie Wells, - who had 4,565 votes.
Miss Brown's final standing was
'

Toward the close of the contest
Wednesday evening all others except
Miss Brown and Miss, Wells turned
over, their votes to the two leaders,
thug raising the number of votes.
The contest caused considerable interest and was a success. Miss Brown
will ' receive the pretty workbasket
filled with candy.
'

just

to'

Widen and Rebuild Cloth
Prjopossl
Fair,' Famous In Early Days at
Merchants' Mart.
London. If the proposals of the
streets committee of the corporation
of the city of London are carried out
In respect of the "Cloth Fair" area
oneuof the most ancient and picturesque parts of old London will
disappear. "Cloth Fair," as visitors
will remember, is close to Smith-Qelwhere in former days men and
women passed through the "Gate of
Fire" for conscience sake, and where
today American beef magnates dominate the English meat trade. Close
at hand is a narrow passage, which
It is proposed to widen and rebuild,
where the ancient "Cloth Fair" was:
held, to which came merchants from,
Italy and France and a host of
clothiers from the provinces. It was
In "CJoth Fair" that the famous court!
of pie powder used to be held In fair1

v

1911

"The Ma.'Mr."
.
Oaee, sojourning In a native Japanese is,. In Nikko, a boy came with
curio fa my room. Because he could
little English, it was worth
speak
while to $iave him. In the course of
the visit I" asked him where he bad
learned his English. "From my master," was the reply., That keynote resounded through the, evening conver
sation; it was "my master" this, and
"my master" that. The excellences of
the master were ever on the servant's
lips, so that, in spirit, the boy said:
"For me to live is my master." That
lad was to me a preacher. His joyful
pride in his master, his constant pointing to his master as an example, and
a source, his desire that his" master
should, have all praise, carried home
the injunction, "Does my life so speak'
for the Christ? In ail I do or say
are men made to think, not of me,
but of my Divine Helper? Is my life
ever saying, like the Baptist, 'He
must increase ; I must decrease ?' "
Boston Transcript.

fVJt

A SUITABLE AND APPROPRIATE
XMAS GIFT
'

Open savings accounts with this bank in the names of those persons you wish to re
member, and let your holiday gifts be represented by the passbooks,

PEOPLES BANK

South American Gold.

..

.

.

-

$ Hi

ran

Your Ctans torn

Le Bresel Economique of Rio de
Janeiro Is of the opinion that in spite
of the insignificant proportion of gold
now furnished by South America it is
highly probable that some day in the
near future' it will recover its ancient
place as the greatest of the world's
gold producers. "No continent," says
l'Economlque, "exists with as vast
quantities of the" auriferdus metal; the
mountains are-lul- l
of li'fi Tet today
South America does not supply its
own needs of the yellow metal. It Im
ports much gold. ' During the last
decade it has absorbed at least 90,- 000,000 and has exported a total of
19,500,000.
There exist three great
auriferous region. The chain of the
Andes from Panama to Tlerra del
the GuianaB, a large zone south
of Brazil, and the, great plains of the
Amazon, where there is a limitless
field for placer mining."

Moeey

'

,
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CAPITAL

ception and writing rooms jjiat, opening off."
"What is Pprcy studying for?"
"I beg pardon?"
"What is he studying for? What
profession?"
, MrB. Van Isching-Coyn- e
drew herself up and assumed her most frigid
manner.
"Who has been spreading these
about us?" she Inquired haughtily. "What have you heard? What
has been said that would lead you to
assume such things?"
"Why why, what do you mean?"
asked the visitor in agitation. "What
things?"
Antiquity of Football.
"Why, that we are obliged to Bend
At Derby a game of football was
Percy to college to study for something! Don't tell me any more! I'll played as early as the third century,
find out who is at the bottom of this in commemoration; of a victory over
the Roman legion at Chester. The
malicious business! I will, I will!"
And Mrs. Van Isching-Coynflouned first football used in the annual game,
out of the room as effectively as her still played each Easter, is said to
have been the head of a Danish invery modern skirt would permit.
vader. In the isle of Purbeck, too,
ENJOYS TRAVEL IN OLD AGE sayB the London Chronicle, the free
quarrymen from time immemorial
have perpetrated their claim to a
Lord Strathcona, Ninety-Thre- e
Years grant of land by kicking a football
Old, Thinks Nothing of a Journey
across It. In the fourteenth century
of 7,000 Miles.
the game Was so popular as to call
forth an edict forbidding it, on the
Lord Strathcona, high commissioner
that it interfered with the
of Canada, who recently celebrated ground
practice of more martial exercise. In
his ninety-thirreturned
to later times Shakespeare referred conbirthday,
London after a lightning journey to
temptuously to the game, but perhaps
Canada, in the course of which he cov- few would be able to turn up
readily
ered over 7,000 miles In 16 days. Lady the
passage in "King Lear" describing
accomStrathcwia, who is eighty-nina base football player." ...'.'
panied her husband.
"I enjoyed the trip immensely and
.
Snip Shots.
feel all the better for it," said Lord
GerHerr Dessauer ef
Strathcona. "A Journey like that is a many, has made certainFrankfort,
Improvements
mere nothing in these days of luxuri- in the
apparatus, so that it is
ous boats and trains. I really forgot now
to make instantaneous
possible
how many crossings I have made altoof different organs of the
photographs
gether, but I hope this won't be the body performing their regular funclast. I have been going backward and tions. The ordinary
photograph
forward to America for the last 70 is made from a
negative that has
years. It has become so much of a been exposed for some time, but Herr
habit that. I never think of the fa- Dessauer exposes the negative for
tigue, if there is any. My time was only one
of a second.
fully occupied. I reached New York He has made excellent photographs of
on the Friday after my departure, different
of
phases of heart-beats- ,
transacted some private business and breathing, coughing, and other 'musleft early the next morning for Mon- cular movements. The improved protreal, where I attended quite a num- cess may enable physicians to make
ber of functions, besides looking after more accurate diagnosis in many difmy correspondence."
ficult cases. Youth's Companion.
re-po-

,

'

e

f, "O, I've just been up to see Percy
;
at college," cried Mrs. Van

Hotel

"was a business visitor here today.
W. J. Lack came in yesterday from
Albuquerque for a few days' business

I

Ischlng-Coyn-

26,

HER STATUS

Indignant at Icfea
That Her Percy Had Any Need
- to Study.

Mrs.
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Beats Grandma's First National.
Silencer for the Typewriter.
The "First National Bank" has a
The noisy clicking of the typewriter
new
location.
used
to
be
It
inside, will soon be no more than a
time to correct the weights and
disagree
measures and to grant licenses, jus- but now it is on the outside and has able memory, if the typewriter silenca
even
has
a
It
flap.
tice being done there "as speedily as new
name. It used to be called just er which a Cleveland man has just
dust can fall from the foot."
proves a success. It does not
but now, under Its mod- invented
"Stocking,"
Hard by Is the ancient church of
make the typewriter absolutely silent,
ern
la
it
known
development,
by the but it reduces the
St. Bartholomew the Great, which has
click to a
euphonious appellation, "Safe Keep Boft, dull thud whichsharp
is not so hard
perhaps suffered more from the Pocket."
hand of the vandal than any other
on the nerves. The noise is so much
The
depositary of our reduced that an operator can receive
thurcfc in London. For many years
been
has
superseded. dictation given In a natural tone oi
the north transept was cut oft from grandmothers
the church and used as a blacksmith's Those who know say that the latest voice while the machine is running
of the dressmaker, the
shop, a firm of .fringe makers occu- production
slashed skirt, is responsible, and have The silencer consists of a core for
pied the trlforium and the Lady
chalked up another argument against the platen which eliminates the great
Chapel was part of a warehouse.
er part of the noise made by the type
that alluring style.
Gradually, and at a great expense,
striking the paper. Popular Mechan
seems
to
more
It
be
than
convenient
the' church has been redeemed and
ics.
old
the
room
and
is
there
for
way,
Improved, and it is urged in regard to
the contemplated improvements that powder puff, rouge, mirror and such
.
m
$iBd Button,
opportunities of further discoveries necessary accessories. Material? Oh,
The difference of the sexes in the
of Norman remains would be given. silk, of course. Who would have a matter
of buttoning clothes has stirred
stocking in anything else?
But at best these would only be
many thoughtful correspondents to ex
foundation walls beneath the ground,
planation. Men button their garments
Explained.
while to get at them one would have
It was a car that looked as if it from left to right.: Women from
to demolish some of the quaint, pic
to left, And the difference arose,
turesque old houses that "Cloth Fair" had come clear across the continent right
suspect, frqm the days whei!
one.may
di-- t on it and thte
was
There
mud
and
still retains.
on theti
'
passengers. The automobile wasn't meo. habitually wore swords
The cost of the scheme is estimatlefftL side.. . In ; moments ' of,, emergencj
ed at $1,000,000, and added to that very big and "decidedly not very fast,
must be the sentiment of losing one because all sorts of machines buzzed it was necessary to draw the sword
hand and button up tit
of the ' last groups of the domestio past it. Notwithstanding it flaunted with the right
from the rear. a canvas strip reading: coat with the left. .. Therefore the tailarchitecture of Old London.
ors put the buttons on the right to b
?
'Please excuse our dust.1'' "
on the left hole.
- "What
mean
suppose
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
d'ye
by sought by the finger
they
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS as they that?" inquired one artless young woGuarding Poisons.
cannot reach the seat of the disease. man in a car that zipped by the dirty
The national government will takt
Catarrh Is a blood or constitutional little machine.
;
disease, and in order to cure it you
"They must be apologizing to the steps to prohibit the sale, or to make
must take internal remedies. Hall's farmers along the road," said her com- more difficult the purchase, of certain
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
hupanion, with one of those flashes that poisons., It is strange that truly
acts directly upon the blood and mu- come
mane individuals with a passion foi
so
Unidentified.
rarely.
cous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure is
reform have not turned their attennot a quack medicine. It was pretion to this matter long ago. There
World's
Ocean
Survey.
scribed by one of the best physicians
That the work of charting the rocks is scarcely, a village In the United
In this country for years and is a
so poor In the spirit of interregular prescription. .It is composed and shoals which constitute a menace States
of the best tonics known, combined to navigation Is not by any means ference that it has not an individual
with the best blood purifiers, acting completed is shown by. the report of who denounces the Bale of cigarettes.
directly on the mucous surfaces. The the navy hydrographer of the British This activity Is sometimes so pro
perfect combination of the two ingred- admiralty for 1912, in which he states nounced that it seeks to reach adults
ients Is what produces such wonder- that during the year no less than 509 as well as minors.
Send
ful results in curing catarrh.
rooks and shoals were reported. Of
for testimonials, free.
More Truth Than Joke.
this
total, 10 were reported by naval
&
CHENEY
F. J.
CO., Props.,
vessels, 120 by surveying shfps, 9 were ' "And she wore the funniest hat and
O.
found by vessels striking upon them, the longest feather In it you ever
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
59 were reported by various British saw. I tell yo" I "as so tickled I liked
conTake Halls Familj Pills for
and foreign authorities and 311 were to have laughed myself to death."
stipation. Adv.
"Where' did yo'i meet her at a recepreported by colonial and foreign
tion or on the ttroet?" "Sat behind
Subscribe for The Optic.
her in a street car."
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the Jewelry Line
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St. Bartholomew's Church.
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DURAN

GETS

DRAW

WITH GALLEGOS EVERYBODY READS
LOCAL LIGHTWEIGHT BOXES
ROUNDS WITH A MORA

THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

10

WELTERWEIGHT
Young Duran, a Las Vegas lightdraw
weight boxer, fought a
with' Pepe GallegoS at Mora last night.
Gallegos Is a welterweight, hut the
bout was fast and exciting despite the
difference in the boxers' weight. Gallegos, who lives in Mora';1 was the favor its. He landed on Duraii frequently 'and had his nose" bleeding several
times. Duran played for' Gallegos'
wind' and was cautioned several 'times
for hitting lowv Gallegos at times ap
peared to be distressed by Duran's
blows on his chest, but he always
came back strong. The decision of
Referee John P. Wootton was popular.
The three preliminaries were all declared draws by the referee. They
were fought by John Jlaestas and
Young Casados, John Archuleta and
s
Andres Qulntana and Johnny
and Kid Mares. A Targe crowd
was present to witness the program,
and everybody had a good time. The
bout was promoted by Mil nor Rudulph,
Jr.
Hig-gin-

"The Best Medicine I Ever Used"
"Chamberlain's Tabtets J3 thu best
medicine I ever used for constipation,
biHouEiies and headache," writes
Mrs. A. W. Milne, St. George, Utah.
These tal)!et3 are very effectual, easy
and pleasant to tako. For sale by all
dealers. Adv.
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LODGE NO. 2, A. F. AFRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
Na
A. M. Regular com
102 Meets every Monday
night
munlcatlon tint and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
third Thursday In o'clock. ViBitlng members are eo
ach month. Tlaltlnf dially welcome. J. C. Werta, PreaV
brothers cordially ln- - dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O. K.
Tltad. Wm . V uui.
Bally, Treasurer.
H. 8
Pettra, Beorotary.

A

COLUMN
W'

ADVER

M-

.a

-

TISEMENTS

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,
NO. 2
Flvo cents per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg- Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
Vlar conela.v
The Bill Collector la Mrs. SlowNo ad to occupy less space than two
(lay In each month at Ma- pay at home?
atf
Shure
All advertisements
new
lines
maid)
charged ,
(the
m
Bridget
p. Ul. U. O..
Bhe's not. She'd only "at home" on will be booked at space actually set
Klnkel,
Chaa. Tamme, ReWednesdays.
without regard to number of words.
corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO.
ONE BETTER
S, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Rnziilnr

C;

nrsi
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Monday

LOCAL TIME CARD
East Bound
Arrive
No.

Depart

7:45
7:20 p. m
No. 4
11:54 p. m.
11:59
No. 8.. .. 2:2,1 a. m.i . . . 2:30
No. 10.... 1:35 p. in..... 2:00
West Bound
2

Arrive

In

each month at Masonic No.
A. Brlnegar, H. P.; p. o. No.
TAmnl
i An
.mi n m
ouuiD ill IT.
ti No.
No.
Blood, Secretary.

1:10
6:35
4:20
6:35

1

3
7

9

p.

p. m.
p. m.
a. m.
p. m.

Depart

m.....

1:35
6:40
4:30
7:00

a. m
p. m
p. m

p. m.

a. m.
p. m.
p. m.

0. F. LA8 VEGAS LODGP isin
Meets every Monday evening m
ATTOUNE Yx
"
v... on . ."
.v.i.
luwr nau
sixth street All vKHn
HUNKER & HUNKER
Dretnren cordially invited to
attei;i
u. mes, N. Q.; Gug Lehman, V. G.; George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunk
Attorneys-at-LaM. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wait
New Merit
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery Lab Vegas,
O,

1.

OPTIC'S

WANTED

January

NUMBER,

MAIN

S.

for hatching on irusiee.
See William Shilling-law- .

150 eggs
6.

B.

Englishman Run aw'y. Hit hi wai
to 'it you hi'd make a cripple ot you
Irishman Faith, thin' ol'd bekindei
to you than thot. If ol was to hit yi
ol'd make an angel ot ye.
NOT DISCUSSING IT

Chambermaid at Las Ve
gas hospital.

For Rout

P. O. ELKS

..j

Meeta

For YOU I
This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

FOR RENT Cottage In desirable KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF
SECUR
neighborhood, newly painted, pa
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
pered, electric lights. Low rate W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
Phone Purple 5301.
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
FOR RENT To lady or gentlemaa Ladies
always welcome. O. L. Flers- employed,
comfortable, furnished man, President; A. D.
Tillman, Finan
room; no health seekers, phone
Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
cier;
Purple 5301.
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Slsth street,
FOR RENT Five room house 91!i
East Las Vegas, N. M.
Second street. Inquire 820 Railroad
Avenue.

f

-i-

f you use

EMPRESS

FLOU- RIt 's giving you
a present for doing something
i
you a do wiy
way when0 you
learn how Much
1 1

Meets xnnnnil n.4
fourth Thursday
evening eacfc
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited! Howard 1
WDliL buy and sell cattle and horses. Davis, Dictator; P. A. Llm Secretary.
; Address
S. EBqulbel, Mineral Hill, J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54t
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuet
N. M.
s
day of the month in the vestry rooms
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock p
Max Do you mean to tell me that
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
m.
Visiting brothers are cordially In
(he moon is made of green cheese?
Dentist
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charle
Dax Certainly not. Such a quesDental work of any description at
tion would be a case for the puw
Greenclay, Secretary.
moderate prices
food laws.
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 13i
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj
SYMPTOMS
Love at Woodmen ol th9 World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
MERCHANTS CAFE
Local Deputy.
Montague,
Visiting
members are especially welcone and
The Best Place to Eat
cordially Invited.
L. O. O. MOOSE

KSIscellancoua

BetferEMPRESS
FLOUR rcalh is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &

SONS'CAA
STANDARD

SILVER

me

f:y

y

Miw.

Breakfast, Dinner or Supper
in Las Vegas

C. C. CLAYTON,

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second and
curth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
Pioneer building.
Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

Prp

517 DOUGLAS AVE.
Next to Postal Telegraph Office

--

Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, ManiHis Daughter Sav. father I feel
that I ought to have a new hat
cure, Chiropody.
Her Fathei- Where do you fee)
Hotel Romalne
that way?
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
Hta Daughter lu my wishbone, fa
-

THE VACUUM LIGHT

S

MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central

CO

FRENCH-GRE-

LING) FINISH

w7

g

EMPRESS
can be ov- -

tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 60 lbs., Each Delivery

.20c
.25o
-- .30o
40c

--

......

60 lbs.,

SOe

.

per
per
per
per
per

101
100
109
109
10

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs,

Is,

AGUA PDRA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers,

tad Distributors of Nataral Ice, U Purity ixa

lasting Qualities ot Which Have

Made Lm Veja
OFFICE 701 DOUQLA AVENUE

23 Years Practical Experience.
E. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS.

rmon.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

3

--

Classified

fed. March

those who MIGHT

I'M'

I

t
of love!" the lover cried;
But after her disdain,
He looked into her orbs and sighed:
"Alas! and light of brain!"

The Secret.
That romantic Miss
Passe says there Is a secret connected with her birth.
Miss Pickles So I've heard. It's
the date.
Gazlp

from overmuscles of
In the two
remedy Is

SNOW' LINIMENT.

j

tK9

who read and abs rer ads. lm this aewsiar waml (a&t
to say taah tor) books, aatomobUes, ased iteftSm$$
and furniture, artleles of s kIbms el amy sai axa ibs1.J Eij
strumeats.
Others-

BALLARD'S

i

who read!

''Oh!-ligh-

Mr.

ut tits people te whem
sioBf Kl
th particular UHj ia worth sett.

That property roa vaat lo sell Is W0X5H MO El vs
wemla
the ads. ia this aewspaper
t haai
war
here.
It
atfrerdstd
unless
your property

0
Lame back may come
work, cold settled In the
the back, or from disease.
former cases the right

BUY

It

should be rubbed In thoroughly over
the affected part, the relief will be
prompt and satisfactory. Price 25c,
50o and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.

-

are anxious

As the classified ads. ar read fey all ese:l hmrczs, l aa yaa
slble sorts at thlaxs, they mt teas H fee Csderi af Us fcssl

kts.

Y

(STER-

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Dslvery .
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery .
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery .

ther.

JONES-BOWER-

J

'

fourth , Tuesday evening of
f.h
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

WANTED

Q

Tti

TnE ONLY UNION

CAFE

AND

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THB BEST G0OD3 OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

Wanted
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o
o
o
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o
o
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CONTRACT FOR A
BUILDING

AT

THE FAIR
NEW
COMMISSIONERS
MEXICO
RETURN FROM SAN DIEGO
WITH GOOD NEWS

Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 26. The
of the commission having In charge the work of instating
an exhibit for New Mexico at the
California
exposition, which recently went to San Diego to begin the
work of getting the state's building
under way, have returned to New Mexico and give a splendid report of the
progress that has been made.
Commissioners Guy A. Reed, of
Carlsbad; Dr. J. j. Shuler, of Raton,
and Sam D. fjlarkv of Deming, were
the members having this work in
by Architect
charge. Accompanied
Rapp and Secretary Paul A. F. Walter,
they went to San Diego several days
ago for the purpose of definitely locating the site of the New Mexico
building, securing bids for its construction and attending to other details Incident to getting, the work

three members

Panama--

started.
Mr. Clark returned to Deming by
way of the Southern Pacific route and
did not come though Albuquerque.
Messers. Reed and Shuler arrived on
Santa Fe No. 2 yesterday, Mr. Shuler
going on through to Raton and Mr.

Reed stopping over in the city to attend to some personal business.
Mr. Reed was seen yesterday and
gave a glowing account of the work
that is being done by the New SJexico
commission. "While in San Diego,"
lie said, "we consulted with some of

the best and most responsible contractors in California with reference
to the erection of the New Mexico
These contractors were al-- j
building.
lowed l1 days within which to submit
sealed bids tor the work, and as soon
as practicable after the bids are received a meeting of the commission
will be called, either in Santa Fe or
Albuquerque, as may be most convenient, for the purpose of awarding the
contract. As soon as the contract is
let, work on the building will immediately begin, and I think it is safe to
say that the New Mexico building will
be actually under way within the next
80 days and that it will be completed
by the early part of the summer."
Mr. Reed stated that, the commission is constantly working on plans to
broaden and enlarge the scope of the
New Mexico exhibit. It is planned to
place on the walls of the building in
San Diego an' enormous map of the
state showing the products of the var-iucounties and sections, and backing
up, the showing made by the map will
be exhibits of the products themselves
so that the visitor may haye an actual
demonstration
what is to be obtained from the soil of the sunshine state.
It is also planned by the commission
to issue an encyclopedia of information regarding the advantages of New
Mexico. This will be compiled by experts and put in such convenient form
as to be readily available for reference
purposes. ' Copies of this book, will be
on hand for free distribution at the
fair.
Mr. Reed was enthusiastic in regard
to the progress being made by the fair
management and the beauty of the
grounds where the exposition will be
held. The arrangement of parks, he
declared, is one of the finest to be
found in the United States, and will
form a spectacle which is sure to delight the eye of the eastern visitor.
Work on the buildings is progressing
so rapidly, said Mr. Reed, that It now
s
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That Prevent Steep
Cough
These coughs are wearing and it
they "hang on," can run one down
physiccally and lower the vital resistance to disease. Mr. Bob Ferguson, IM1
E
319 Pine St., Green Bay, Wise, writes:
"I was greatly troubled with, a bad
EIr. Ragland Writes Interesting cough that kept me awake night.
Two small bottles of Foley's Honey
By GEORGE ELMER COBB.
and Tar Compound completely cured
Letter on This Subject
"You're not afraid, Lizzie?"
me." O, O. Schaefer, Red cross Drug
"Not a bit of it, father."
Store. Adv.
"All this talk about maraudin' bands
and the like over in the next townTO HEAR NEW HAVEN CASE
Madison Heights, Va. iMr. Chas. A.
ship is probably a scare. I'll have
time
26.
For
first
the
Dec.
Boston,
Ragland, of this place, writes: "1 have In the history of the supreme judicial mother and the girls back borne by
ten o'clock.
And say, Lizzie, that
been taking Thedford's
court of Massachusetts the lull bench
you've set your heart on an
thing
for indigestion, and other stomach troubtomorwill hold a Saturday session
automobile."
les, also colds, and find it to be the very row to
hear arguments on the peti"Yes, father," murmured Lizzie, a
best medicine I have ever used.
tion of Morgan G. Bulkley, former faint little pucker at ber lips.
After taking
for a few
"I'm going to look at one up at
governor of Connecticut, and others
days, I always feel like a new man."
the New Haven railroad and Norwich tonight. If it's reasonable,
against
Nervousness, nausea, heartburn, pain
the public service commission, in I may think it over."
in pit of stomach, and a feeling of fullOld Daniel Bangs drove off in the
which
they ask for a review of the
ness after eating, are sure symptoms ol
family surrey with slow parlcketty
stomach trouble, and should be given the finding of the commission in author tient Dobbin attached. Lizzie waved
the issuance of $67,552,000 in her hand after him in a forlorn sort
proper treatment, as your strength and izing
health depend very largely upon your convertible debenture bonds by the of a way. That word "automobile"
bad touched a sore spot in Lizzie's
railroad company.
food and its digestion.
heart.
To get quick and permanent reliel
'
There was only one young man in
Gas In the stomach comes from food
from these ailments, you should take
has fermenteu. Get rid of this the district whom Lizzie loved and
which
medicine
of
known
curative
merit.
l
digested food as quickly as pos- an automobile had parted them. Ned
Its 75 years of splendid success, in the badly
sible If you would avoid a bilious at- Darrow had been keeping company
treatment of just such troubles, proves tack; HERBINE Is the remedy you with her for a year. His folks lived
'.he real merit of Thedford's
need. It cleanses and strengthens the on the next farm
f
a mile disre- tant
and he worked in a garage at
Safe, pleasant, gentle in action, stomach, liver and bowels, and
Price
stores energy and cheerfulness.
Norwich. The charm of Lizzie's comind without bad
It Is sura 50c. Sold
by Central Drug Co. Adv. pany
to benefit both young and old. For sale
brought hlra home regularly
There was a conevening.
Price 25c.
tverywhere.
N.cia OHIO HOTEL CLERKS MEETING every
stant companionship and consequent
Toledo, O., Dec. 26. The eleventh happiness.
seems that all of the more important annual meeting of the Ohio Hotel
Then the Bellows family did what
structures will 'be completed
and Clerks' association began In Toledo nearly all the progressive farmers
in the district were doing bought an
ready for occupancy by July 1, 1914.
today and will continue over tomorMr. Reed left for Carlsbad on the row. Members of the association are automobile. And then for three eveNed did not put In an appearcut-of- f
train last night.
in attendance from many cities and nings
ance "at the Bangs home. A gossipy
towns throughout the state.
neighbor dropped In to tell Mrs.
Bangs of "the scand'lous doings down
The Man Who Neglects Himself
at the Bellows farm." Three afterWhen his condition points to kidney
Cure Your Cold While You Can
trouble takes an unwise risk. BackMore real danger lurka in a cold noons in succession, "that young Darrow had come there to take out Miss
ache, pain and soreness over the kid- than in
any other of the minor ail- Olive in the new automobile!"
neys, nervous or dizzy spells, poor
to
take
Is
sleep, are all symptoms that will dis- ments. The safe way
"If it was anybody but Olive Belappear with the regular use of Foley Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and lows!" Lizzie had said to herself re
Kidney Pills. They put the kidneys rid yourself of the cold as quickly as sentfully, as she recalled that a year
and bladder in a cleat, strong and
For sale by all dealers.
previous Ned had been very friendly
healthy condition. O. G. Schaefer, possible.
with the young lady in question.
'.
Adv.
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
The fourth evening Ned came to
the Bangs home, Mrs.. Bangs treated
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Increase of Population, as of Wealth,',
Must Be Most Gratifying to the

dr!"shivered

111

30?"
A sudden inspiration came to her
mind as she glanced at the automobile. She did not believe she could
quite run one alone, but she knew a
good deal about its construction from
-

''

Country.

The National Sportsman
The Woman's Home Companion
McClures

An Important work on the progress'
of Germany and its social development
during the last fifty years has just
been published by Dr. Helfferlch, the
director of the German bank. Th
most satisfactory feature in this record is the increase in Germany's population. In 1816 Germany had
in 1888 48,000,000, and la
It Is true that th
1912, 66,000,000.
percentage of births has fallen front
40.7 per 1,000 to 29.5. In spite of this,
fall the proportional yearly Increase
In Germany is larger than in aliy other
25,000,000-inhabitants-

;

European country, Russia included,
and is nearly 2 per cent more than in
casual observation.
Great Britain, although the death-ra- t
"I can creep under the fence, reach in
is still higher than In
the machine and they can't see me," thisGermany In
country.
fact, the Increase i
she planned. "Then I'll hurry down the German
is progressive.
population
the road and give the alarm."
In the period 1881-9this increase;
Lizzie reached the stalled machine. amounted to 5
millions; in
She leaped nimbly to its step. For to 7.3
millions, and in the next tewj
only a moment her hand was busy years to 8
millions. This was
groping over Its mechanism. A little ly due to the decrease in
emigration!
Sutter of excitement and satisfaction as well as to the
rapid decline in thei '
escaped her lips as she Blipped somedeath-rate- .
It is estimated that in 195U
thing into her pocket Then Lizzie Germany will have nearly one hundred! j
sped down the shadowy road with million
In these circum- -j
people.
fleetness.
stances It is not
that
"Oh, dear! I wish I had gone the vital statistics' of surprising
the country, as ex--!
other way but then the robbers
plained in Dr. Helfferich's book, should
might have seen me," she breathed, as cause serious misgivings in France.
it a turn the first window light that Westminster Gazette.
showed was in the Darrow farmhouse,
quarter of a mile away.
Lizzie halted as she came directly WITH THE PASSING OF MAN!
ap to the house. There was a light
In only one room and beyond its open Writer Is Looking Somewhat to the
Future, but the Times Seem to l
window sat the only occupant of the
J
Warrant It.
house. It was Ned, at a table, writing. Lizzie faltered. Then the urgency
Man: A once useful animal, who-of the occasion impelled her to ac
tion. She ran Into the full radius of lived on the earth for the purpose of)
the bright lamplight streaming out enabling woman to reach her present
exalted position. Strange as it may j
into the garden.
"There's robbers at our house and seem, it is doubtful if without hin;
the folks are all away," she cried out, woman could be what she is at
and Ned was on his feet in an Instant. ent. Man was employed on railroads,
He was outside, a gun in hand, be- jn mines and at the head of primitive- states.
lie was also used in
fore Lizzie realized it.
"Tell me all about It as we hurry army and waited upon the table ic.
Some. of the rarest and:
back," he directed, and she thrilled to palm rooms.
feel the firm, steady clasp of his hand crudest works of art, poetry andi)
on her arm as he urged her to the drama were fashioned by man befora
woman came to her own. It is said,
road.
4
Lizzie could never tell afterwards he was possessed at one time of a.
'
'
how she blurted out her story or how strange illusion that ho was necessary.
',
T,
she acted during that wild run. She Since man has gone out, his place ia
lost all her resentment, onca again in evolution is well recognized, it buins.
thought that without him our present
that dear companionship.
"There they are," she fluttered, as financial system would not be what
they came in sight of home and the It Is. Aside from this, however, no
Bgure3 of two men were to be ob- permanent use has been discovered
served moving about the automobile. for man. lie appears to' have beem
up to the
The machine was loaded .with plunder a parasite', was filled
gap between the old regime and tin
they had taken from the house.
Ned shouted at them and then fired new. At one time man was thought
1 shot in the air. That was the last to be immortal, but this view was
held almost entirely by himself.
of the robbers.
"I don't see why they didn't make Life.
off with the machine," he remarked.
Rand Gold Industry.
"Why, I had taken away the spark
The economic value of the South
key," explained Lizzie, producing the
African gold industry and the conse
article in question.
"You wise little woman!" exclaimed quences to the world at large, shou'U
Ned admiringly. "Come back to the a strike ever close the mines for au
old loving arms, darling," he added, length of time, are difficult to est.
"while I tell you a little story about mate. Last year, according to th London Chronicle, almost 38,000,000
another automobile."
And then he entirely satisfied Liz- pounds sterling worth of gold was tazie that it was in the line of work ken out of the mines of the
A large part of this vast
necessary and paid for. that he had
been so much in the company of sum remained in the country to be
used to pay the wages of the 23,000
Olive Bellows.
The robbers never returned to Europeans employed in the mines ami
claim their machine. By right of the of the almost 200,000 natives.
law of jetsam it became Lizzie's autoThe recent Industrial upheaval iii
Fired a Shot In the Air.
mobile, and Ned Darrow continued to the "Rand" has called more attention
him rather coldly and Lizzie went up be Lizzie's lover.
to the "Reef" that supplied the whole-worlto her room without seeing him, re
with the greater part of its gold,
(Copyright, 1913, by W. G. Chapman.)
because the money centers of Europo
porting a sick headache.
Tire next day when Miss Bellows UNABLE TO SEE THE JOKE openly feared that even a temporary
drove by alone proudly exhibiting
suspension of work in- South Africa
her skill as an expert chauffeur, Liz-s-i Pat's Witticism Easy to Perceive, but would paralyze the world's finances.
e went straight to her father.
But, fortunately, this has been averted
It Made No Appeal at All to the
by the speedy termination of th
'We muBt get an auto, papa," she
Doctor.
strike.
Insisted. Everybody else is and we
don't want to be back numbers."
Dosem, an old village quack, found
The Rhino of Pompeii.
Mr. Bangs was indulgent and the the calls and fees did not come fast
Animal stories are somewhat rar
result was that several salesmen enough to please him, so be added an
from the town brought up their ma- apothecary shop to his business for in archaeology, but these pictures will
chines. Lizzie had several rides. The the sale of drugs and medicines.
help to tell a story which has been,
prices charged staggered the thrifty
He had a great sign painted to at occupying the serious attention of
careful farmer, however, and no bar- tract the wondering eyes of the vil German antiquaries. Before the Berlin Society of the History of Art, Dr,
gain was consummated.
lagers, and the doctor loved to stand
So that evening, left alone to wait in front of his shop and explain its Harry David recently announced hi
discovery of a "fraud"' in the Naples
for the return of the family from a beauties to the gaping beholders.
bitsoma
Lizzie
rather
had
was
an Irishman, who museum, in the shape of the
One of these
relative's,
She was really gazed for a while with, a comical look, of a rhinoceros said to have been
ter reflections.
found at Pompeii.
spiteful because Miss Bellows could and then exclaimed:
r.
The doctor triumphantly pointed out
In
new
a
around
shiny
if
"Och!
the
and
powers, doctor,
parade
by
was really a copy
She felt resentful towards It Isn't fine. But there's something a that the
of a drawing by Durer in the British
her lover for a new reason.
little bit wanting in it"
ItalHe had sent her a note chiding her
"And what, pray, is that?" asked the museum, and that, therefore, the
ians had been deceived. The Italian
for declining to see him when he doctor.
statretorted
called. Ned added a line saying that
"Why, ye see," said Pat, "you've authorities, however, did not by
appear
he would like to make an explanation got a beautiful sheet of wather here, ing that the
of some things that his lady love had and not a bit of a bird swimming in any official catalogue, and that, as
a matter of fact, the "fraud" waa
In it."
probably misunderstood.
the result of a book by a Gorreally
Lizzie would possibly have relent
"Aye, yes," replied the doctor,
man
writer
ed and would have sent for him, but "that's a good idea. I'll have a couple
not two hours since the Bellows ma of swans painted there. Wouldn't
Punch's Cover Design Changed.
chine had come whizzing down the they be fine?"
the famous cover design of
When
at
Miss
Olive
and
wheel
the
the
road,
"Faith, and I don't know but they
ia altered at the
cf
perfidious Ned by her side.
would," said Pat; "but I'm after think- Punchmonth It will be thebeginning
first change
next
"I shall never speak to him again!
a
of
that
bird
kind
there's
another
ing
In nearly seventy years, although durresolved Lizzie, as her father drove would be more appropriate.
the first three years of the paper'!
ing
doc"And what is it?" asked the
away.
existence it was the custom to bang
There were no lights In the house tor.
the design every six months. That
and fehe closed and locked the front
"Why, I can't exactly think of his now in use, which is only to be aldoor. Then she went out into the name jist now, but he's one of them
tered by printing in two colors, is by
garden and planned to sit in the rus- kinds of birds that when he sings he "Dicky" Doyle, a fact known to most
tic summer house and wait there till cries, 'Quack, quack, quack, quack!'"
readers of our contemporary, although
the folks returned.
The last seen of Pat and the doe-to- r few
probably know that one of the
That cherished spot, however,
was Pat running for dear life, and
earlier covers was by Sir Jolin Gilbert
London
of
the doctor after him.
brought up poignant memories
Doyle's design was first used in
hours when Ned had been by her
"
when part three of
uary.
side. Lizzie In a desolate, unhappy
bad Just appeared. Londoa
It.
over
of
corner
to
a
of
went
way
The Wy
way,
Globe.
the garden where a network of vines
"I think klksi.i Is such a foolish
tree seat.
Inclosed an
practice."
'''C,l t 31 of l ' i.
The loneliness and seclusion led to
"Weil, most people do set their faces
V('.
tears now. Lizzie fairly cried herself against it."
la gold production for t!12,
to sleep.
pi
tft.
out
'lift
.!'( o
It must have been an hour later
Strange.
n r t V
gold
of a machine
when the chug-chu"Tbofe are excited letters I have resulted in a
iroused her.
been getting."
CO ll
iv
"It's an automobile and it's uiop-lin"Odd. when somebody inuEt cowpow fie U'a ' '
are
them before ta?y are eimt"
here," she murmured. "They
3!H'T.
1891-190-
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as she thought cf
the, reports from the next township
ot a kduid of robber wio bad raided
score of farmhouses while the occupants were absent.
Two men silently and mysteriously
tole past the gate, glanced up at the
grim, silent house, went around to its
side and then the affrighted Lizzie
beard a window raised.
"Oh,
they are robbers, sure
enough!" 6he gasped- - "Tbey have
broken into the house. What shall I

ht
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strangers and they have driven the
machine into the shadow of the trees.
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LOCAL NEWS
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26,

PROGRAM TONIGHT

automobile lamps
a'tlock this evening.

at 5:37 ii

Finch' Golden Weddlnlg Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. "At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

There will be
night at Temple

special services toMontefiore, to which
the public Is invited. One of the
great Jewish feasts will be celebrated.

J li'SlGSI IIS

There was much merriment, at the
Hotel Romaine on Christmas
Eve
when the guests were invited to attend a Christmas tree celebration,
Presents were exchanged among the
guests and a general good time' was
enjoyed. Tl. affair was arranged by
Manager tunl Mrs. Bloom.

,'K

Grocer

,

Bacharach Brothers have brought
two actions In the district court
against Murray Carleton, Jr., the Wat- rous rancher. One Is an atttachment
of personal property to cover the
amount of a promissory note, while
the other is a foreclosure suit The
amount of money involved is about
J500.

in
Direct from the Indian

sortment

As-

Reservations-Lar- ge

fine colorings

unique patterns-a- ll

prices.
These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for. homeuse or gifts.
Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

AS BREAD IS THE STAFF OF

'LIFE

the better the bread the
stronger the'staff . To obtain Ithe best bread you
must use the best flour
and that is undoubtedly
Our Pride brand.
Ask
one
tried
has
who
it
any
or better yet order a sack
and try it yourself.

LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILL

A GOOD NEW YEARS
RESOLUTION
Is to buy your goods where prices a. re
a.lways right; where you receive
prompt, courteous and fair treatment
at aU times. "That's Us"

GRAAF a HAY WARD
COMPANY
The Home of the Best of Everything Eatable

ST. LEON GIRLS IN
riflVING PICTURES
IN
tVOUNG GIRLS WHO PLAYED
,
"POLLY OF THE CIRCUS"
';.
SEEN HERE TONIGHT

The thermometer has experienced a
fast run during the past two days. On
Christmas Eve the minimum temperature reached was five degrees below
zero, while last night the minimum
was 20 degrees above zero. People
attending the midnight masses at the
the Catholic churches noticed the
cold on Christmas Eve, and in many
cases it was necessary to provide conveyances to make the trip home after
church.
Las Vegans governed themselves
capably yesterday and Police Judge
D. B. Murray was without a victim
oi: yesterday's celebration this mornThe judge-'- emphatically says
ing.
that the city is growing better for it
13 unusual for Christmas to pass without there being several cases on the
docket the day after. Only one case
was tried this merning. Daniel
who was arrested Wednesday
night by Santa Fe Officer Kinman,
was sentenced to pay the costs of the
case for being drunk. He pajd and
was released.
Mon-drago-

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

,1

...

Whimsjcal Threads of Destiny," a two
reel Vitagraph feature.
The Misses St. Ieon made a decided
hit In Laa Vegas when they appeared
here In "Polly of the Circus," and no
doubt many Las Vegans will avail
themselves of the opportunity of seeing them In motion pictures.
"The Whimsical Threads of Destiny" deals with a desperate woman
who, jealous of her rival, drugs the
young equestrienne, who narrowly escapes a fiery death. The wicked plot
falls and love is victorious in the end
The picture will be shown both tonight and tomorrow night.

Tonitfht and tomorrow night at the
Photoplay theater will he shown a
motion picture in which Misses Ida and
Elsie St. Leon, Bister equestriennes,
who appeared in La3 Vegas in the famous play, ''Polly of the Circus," will
Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
carry the leading roles. The picture
Jn which they are to appear Is "The at the Opera, Bar. Ad7.
i

MUTUAL' MOVIES.
"A GOD OF CHANCE" (two reel feature)
"WINE" Keystone Comedy

MRS. STRASS GIVES ELEGANT SET
OF FURS FOR THE NEW
YEAR'S DANCE

IQ 4
million urn) UHOfi
HAPPY DAY

OFFICER

New York, Dec. 26 The court mar
tial which was called by Major Gen
eral Wood, chief of the general staff,

to try Major Charles B. Hagadorn,
military attache of the American embassy in St. Petersburg for disobedience of orders, has filed its find
ings with Major General' Thomas H.
P.arry, The verdict will be made public today, it is believed.

i7 - '

.

OUR

COLDEST WEATHER

IS YET

BEATEIBY

SAVE

LAS VEGAS
Y,

4

M. C. A. SQUAD
PRENTICES IN

DEFEATS

At the close of the Newton-La- s
Vegas
game at the armory yesterday afternoon the score stood; 48 to 22 In favor
of the local team. The game was fast
and exciting, the Newton team dis
playing pretty team work while the
Las Vegas hoys raised the score by
shooting fast and clever goals.
The game started at 4:30 o'clock.
Newton started with a rush that surprised the local team and for several
minutes It looked bad for the Las
Vegans. Newton scored the first two
baskets in the game. This seemed to
incite the local squad to stronger efforts, and for the rest of the half
things moved for the Las Vegans. At
the end of the half the score stood
24 to 11 to the Las Vegas five's favor.
The second half showed the locals
playing an exceedingly fast game and
scoring baskets at a rapid rate. The
Newton boys being affected by the
high altitude, were soon winded, but
played a remarkable5 game considering the difference in weight of the
two teams. At the end of the second
half the score was 24 to 11, exactly
the same as the first half, making the
score for the entire game 48 to 22.
Although the local Y. M. C. A. team
displayed class in a way, it showed
the need of training. The team work,
of the Newton five was considerably
tetter than that of the locals. The
work of the two forwards on the local
team was pretty, while the center also
played a remarkable game. The
guards held the Newton forwards in a
clean and clever manner, showing
class 1b their department of the game.
As a whole the Las Vegas team played a good game and each man assisted In piling up the score.
The Newton team lost because of
poor basket shooting. This was their
greatest weakness, for at times during the game they had excellent
chances, but missed.
Professor O. L. Hargrove of the
Normal University refereed the first
half, while A. E. DeMarais of the Y.
M. C. A. officiated In that capacity In
the second. Both teams expressed
themselves as satisfied with the officials.
The game was a true exhibition of
clean sport, there being no intentional
roughness of any kind and each team
playing hard. The Newton hoys took
defeat gracefully and are well pleased
with the treatment given them.
- The lineup of the two teams was
as follows:

AT

EMPLOYES OF THE CASTANEDA
HOTEL ARE GUESTS OF E. T.
PLOWMAN

Shipped

at

BISMARK

-

Jr.

I

German Honey
Cake

Fruit Cake
Annis Cakes
Turkeys

Fresh Tomatoes
Lettuce

fl

Oranges

Grape Fruit

The Best
A LA CARTE MEALS

Served

OPEN ALL NIGHT

J.C.

AP-

FAST

AN ENJOYABLE AFFAIR

ly

ON A HEATER

GAME

With each successive year Christmas seems to be celebrated with more
pleasure than at any time in. the past.
New ideas, growing more practical
with each year, are put into use.
Yesterday proved, such a day in Las
Vegas. The Christmas spirit prevailed, and the day as a whole was
celebrated. In the churches
Christmas services and early morning
masse were held, which were attended
by large crowds. A number of services were held Christmas Eve while
others took place on Christmas night.
and pleasing,
They were excelleut
drawing the true spirit ot the day
closer to each indiviual.
The day was typical visiting day for
many people. Friends exchanged visits as well as Christmas gifts, and this
part of the program proved, delightful.
In gifts Las Vegas, as well as practically every city in this country, was
practical. The presents, for the most
part, were things which come into ac-tual ; use. The kids received toys
which were mechanical and instructive and many other things which not
only pleased them but will be a Dene-fi- t
as well.
The bis party at the Y.,M. C. A.
proved an enjoyable, event for Christmas Eve, as did many other parties
The big basketball game on. Christmas
afternoon .attracted huge crowds, and
was a source of pleasure and entertain'
ment.
The Newton basketball players were
guests of the Y. M, C. A. at a dinner
at the association on Christmas Eve
A
which was a pleasurable event.
turkey dinner was served and members of both the Newton and Las Ve
gas teams became acquainted while
seated about the board. Yesterday
evening at the dormitory of the New
Mexico Normal University the Newton
boys were guests at a party given by

Tri-week-

$5.00

VEGANS

HOLIDAY WAS OBSERVED BY
AND EVERYBODY
HAD A GOOD TIME

PARTY WAS

Our foods are marked right at the
Price comparison is
beginning.
what brings business our way.

EWTON TEAM IS

1

The Christmas Eve party that was
held at the Castancda hotel when the
clerks, dining room girls and other
employes of the'' hostelry Were guests
of E. T. Plowman, proved 'to be an
enjoyable affair of the holiday season.
A number of invited guests also attended the parly, and added to the
pleasure of the occasion.
A big Christmas tree loaded with
gifts and presents for all the employs
was located in the dining room. FoK
dance.
lowing the distribution of the pres-- ,
The costumes for the dance will ar- ents a dance was in order and con-- :
rive in Las Vegas Monday, and will be tinned until the
early hours of Christplaced in a hotel for rental. The fire mas morning.
boys have completed their canvass of
the city for prizes and have been suc
cessful. The set of furs that was giv
en this morning Is the most attractive
prize received. A complete list of the
FRESH FISH AND OYSTERS
prizes will be published soon.

HIGH

Doml no Drama

-

111

Perhaps the most attractive prize
that has ever been given the East Las
Vegas fire department for its big annual New Year's masque ball was
Frank
presented today when Mrs.
Strass gave the fire boys a set of
white furs valued at $23. This, set will
be given for the most attractive ladies' costume at the ball. The set of
furs is now on display in the Strass
bonnet shop and no doubt will be a
big factor in the interest taken In the

TRYING

ON NEW" HEATERS

TO COME
J-

A

PRIZE

OFF

r

CHRISTMAS

BEAUTIFUL

A

CENT

BRIDGE STREET ;

Manager Howard Simpkins of the
Mutual theater says 800 children yesterday afternoon availed themselves
of the free performance given for
them as a Christmas treat. Many of
the children were of native parents
living in the country and had never
seen a picture show before. Some
poor children of the West side also
were present at a movie show for the
initial time. These children were es
pecially pleased. Mr. Simpkins was
glad to have been able to help make the Normal boys.
Christmas merrier for the youngsitfrs.
An informal dance was given last
All chidren under 12 years of age
at the Commercial club rooms,
night
were invited.
by the younger set of the city. The
affair, though given on short notice,
PHOTOPLAY TONIGHT
was pleasurable and added to the
"The Whimsical Threads of Des- large number of Christmas attrac
feature. tions.
tiny," Vitagraph two-reFeaturing Elsile and Ida St. Leon of
It was a big day and now that it is
Polly of the Circus fame. Adv.
over the only expression heard is
"nothing to do for a year."

FIREMEN SECURE

20 PER
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
'" B. 17. O
OH D OH rFi
Jefferson Raynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallnt Raynolds, Cabhier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.

.

FIRST .NATIONAL BAM
OF LAS VEGAS. N.

M.

Capital, S1C0,0C0; Surplus and Undivided Profits, S23.CC0.

In every department of Banking" we
are prepared to give trie best of service

interest Paid on Tims Deposits
Newton, JCas., Railroad Y. M. C. A. est in Topeka. Plans are now in the
Seimmers, center; Mullins, right making for games to lie played with,
forward; Bair, left forw.ard; Nickel, teams from Fort Madison, la., Cleleft guard; Carson, right guard.
burne, Tex., La Junta, Col., and AlbuLas Vegas Y. M. C. A. team Webb, querque. The local team probably
center; Swallow, left forward; White, will play a return game in Newton In

right forward; Winters, left guard;
Stewart, right guard.
Baskets were recorded as follows:
Newton Seimmers, 3; Mullins, 2;
Bair, l basket and 6 free throws;
Nickel, 1.
Las Vegas Webb, 9; Swallow," 8;
White, 6; Stewart, 1. The Newton
team scored 4 fouls and the local
five 9.
In the preliminary games the
Kearneys defeated the Coronados by
a score of 9 to 6 in a fast basketball
game. These teams are made up of
young boys, but they play an excellent game and doubtless several of
them will develop into stars when
they grow up.
In a game of volleyball tretween
two teams from the business men's
class of the Y. M C- - A. the Mutts
were defeated by the Jeffs by a score
of 22 to 18. The Mutls'madet the
first score, but the Jeffs came back
with a shower of tallies, and it looked
for a time as though the Mutts were
going to be hopelessly swamped. In
the begining of the second half the
Mutts, by a spurt, tied the score and
held it even amtil near the close, when
the Jeffs pulled four pijjnts into the
lead. The business men furnished
fun for the crowd. They are accustomed to playing on .a. fjoor, not so
slick as that of the armory and as a
consequence they ' did"; not pull off
near as many fancy stunts' as they
are reputed to do in the gymnasium.
However, they kept the crowd well
entertained, and one. or two of the
players, notably Tillman and Dennis,
played star games. The Eneups:
Jeffs J. L. Tooker, cp.ptain; W. O.
Dennia, Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts,
Harry L. Cutler and Ludwig Ilfeld.
'
Mutts Colbert Root, captain; A.R.
Tillman, A. H. Van Horn, Byron T.
Mills and Frank Carroon.
Secretary LeNoir. of the, Y. M. C. A.
this morning announced that the next
game probably would be played with
Topeka, Kas. This game is to be
played the latter part of January or
earlier. The game was scheduled this
morning. The Topeka team is composed of Santa Fe apprentice boys,
the scfuad being picked from over 200
young men, and It Is said Is the fast

the near future.

The attendance at the game was
comparatively small and showed a.
poor spirit on the part of Las Vegans.
The emallness of the audience probably was due to the fact that tha
day was Christmas.

ELKS GIVE A DANCE
TO AID BOWLER
AFFAIR AT
CLUB
TOMORROW
N,GHT TO RAISE MONEYaFOR
RATON GAME

The Elks will '.give an informal
dance tomorrow evening in their lodge
rooms. Elks only, nicmbers of Las
Vegas and other lodges, and their
ladies, are invited to be present. An
admission fee of 50 cents a couple will
be charged in order to raise money to
defray the expense of bringing the Raton Elks' bowling team here for a
game with the local Elks' five for a
game Sunday afternoon. Every Elk
is urged to attend the dance. He is
assured of a good tmje and wil be
assisting the bowling committee mate-.,- ,
rially In financing its big game. .
WANTED Clean cotton
office.

rags

at

Optio

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
FOR

SALE At a bargain, a sound
delivery or surrey horse; also a single delivery wagon and harness. See
T. E. Remley at the Rosenthal Furniture Company.

LOST Yellow Scotch collie about six
months old; name Brick. Return
to Hugh Calloway, Bridge Bar, and
receive reward.
FOR SALE 40 horse power touring,
car, in good order, $250 if taken at
once.

Blehl Garage.

V
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